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Dear Readers,
Wishing you all a very happy New Year! Whether you
celebrated in Dubai watching one of the iconic fireworks
displays, or brought in the New Year abroad, we hope your
2019 began with a bang!
2018 marked a transformative and monumental year for
the Property Finder Group. We proudly opened our modern
new offices, unveiled our new brand identity and, last but
not least, announced to the market the close of a USD
$120m investment round led by General Atlantic.
With General Atlantic’s strong reputation as a leading
global technology investor, boasting the likes of giants such
as Snapchat, Facebook and Airbnb, we are immensely
proud to have them on board.
The annual Property Finder Real Estate Awards were
hosted at the luxurious Armani Ballroom in the Burj Khalifa.
The 2018 judging process was more refined than ever
before, focused on recognising outstanding service and
commitment to the betterment of the industry. Special mention
to Allsopp & Allsopp who took home four trophies, including
the prestigious title of Best Brokerage. Take a look inside for
a full list of winners and highlights of the evening.
In this issue, Prestige magazine’s Editor-In-Chief, and
CCO of Property Finder, Lukman Hajje, takes a look at the
data that mattered in 2018. Read ahead for a summary of
trends seen in median annual rental and sales prices per
community, as well as gross rental yields in both Dubai and
Abu Dhabi.
Lynnette Abad, Director of Data & Research at Property
Finder, assesses the creation of the affordable housing
strategy, Fannie Mae, in the US as a reference to how the
UAE could establish a homeownership system for residents
who currently fall outside the traditional framework.
And, our guest columnists, Dounia Fadi, CEO of MD
Properties, Kika Pavese, General Manager of MD Real Estate,
Lewis Allsopp, CEO of Allsopp & Allsopp, and Loai Al Fakir,
CEO of Provident Real Estate, offer their industry insights.

“The 2018 judging
process was more
refined than ever
before, focused
on recognising
outstanding
service and
commitment to
the betterment of
the industry”
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NEWS

IN THE NEWS

A ROUND-UP OF THE REAL ESTATE AND DEVELOPMENT NEWS
MAKING WAVES ACROSS THE UAE AND BEYOND.

POPE TO VISIT
UAE IN FEBRUARY

The authority also advised that new
customers can secure a cheque book
containing a maximum of 10 individual
cheques and only after a period of six
months – when no cheques are returned
unpaid – can new cheque books be issued.

P

Image from: Bloomberg.com

The UAE’s top real estate search website
says it will use the funds for product and
technology development

L

eading UAE classifieds portal Property
Finder, which has operations in eight
MENA countries, has secured US
$120 million (Dh440.7m) in its latest
funding round, led by US private equity firm
General Atlantic.
The property portal will use the funds
to invest in product and technology
development, Property Finder said in a
statement. Other investors in the fundraising
round included existing shareholder Vostok
New Ventures, a Stockholm Exchange-listed
investment firm, and non-profit Endeavor.
“This new capital will continue to support
our mission of bringing more transparency
and information to the six million property
seekers visiting our platform each and

every month, and to deliver the best leads
and market data to real estate agents and
developers,” said Michael Lahyani, Chief
Executive and Founder of Property Finder.
New York-listed General Atlantic’s stake
acquisition in Property Finder is its latest
in a series of technology investments that
include tech giants Snap, Airbnb, Facebook
and Alibaba. The company, which has
$28 billion assets under management as
of 30 June, invests in four main sectors of
consumer, financial services, health care
and technology.
Property Finder, established in 2007,
operates in eight regional markets UAE,
Bahrain, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
Lebanon, Morocco and Turkey.

Following the latest fundraising round,
Property Finder is valued at close to
$500m, Reuters reported, citing Lahyani.
The company was last valued at $200m in
2016 when it sold a 10 percent stake to
Vostok New Ventures for $20m.
As part of the deal, General Atlantic’s
Head of Technology for Europe, Middle East
and Africa, Chris Caulkin, will join Property
Finder’s board of directors, the company
said. Property Finder was advised on the
transaction by TAP Advisors.
The property portal employs more than
450 people and gets six million monthly
visitors to its website. The company is likely
to add about 200 staff to its workforce by
the end of next year, Lahyani told Reuters.
Source: The National newspaper, Abu Dhabi
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ope Francis will visit the UAE capital
Abu Dhabi in February to attend an
interfaith meeting, the Vatican has
confirmed. The trip will take place from 3-5
February.
The Vatican said the Pope had accepted
an invitation from His Highness Sheikh
Mohammad Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Crown
Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy Supreme
Commander of the UAE Armed Forces – as
well as the catholic community in the country.
“The UAE is delighted to welcome His
Holiness Pope Francis on the upcoming
visit to the UAE. He is a symbol of peace,
tolerance and the promotion of brotherhood.
We look forward to a historic visit, through
which we will seek dialogue on the peaceful
coexistence among peoples,” His Highness
said in a tweet.
His Highness Sheikh Mohammad Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and
Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of
Dubai also warmly approved the news with
a tweet.
“We welcome the news of Pope
Francis’ visit to the United Arab Emirates
next February – a visit that will strengthen
our ties and understanding of each other,
enhance interfaith dialogue and help us to
work together to maintain and build peace
among the nations of the world,” he said.

Pope Francis has a selfie taken with members and players of the
Clericus Cup, Vatican City 2018 | Image from Shutterstock

Source: The National newspaper, Abu Dhabi

“Dubai seeks to draw more Indian property
investors” | Image from Khaleej Times

UAE CENTRAL
BANK ISSUES
CIRCULAR ON
RELEASE OF
CHEQUE BOOKS

U

AE authorities are tightening their
grip on irresponsible lending and
borrowing in the country with the
issuance of a new circular by the
Central Bank.
The banking authority has said that
banks are now mandated to do checks on
a customer’s credit history or background
before releasing cheque books. This is to
ensure that users of cheques won’t default
on any debt obligations or payments.
Financial institutions are also being
encouraged to advise consumers to minimise
the use of cheques and use other payment
methods instead.
“Before issuing customers with cheque
books, banks are now required to carry
out checks with the Al Etihad Credit Bureau
to ensure the creditworthiness of their
customers,” the Central Bank said in a
statement.
Cheques remain a popular mode of
payment for consumers in the UAE. They are
primarily used for high value transactions,
such as paying rent or purchasing big ticket
items.
From January to April 2018, more than
7.16 million cheques worth Dh351.1
billion were processed by the UAE Clearing
Cheque System, up by 29.7 percent from
the same period in 2017. The value of
bounced cheques, however, has declined
to Dh15.7 billion. In 2018, an Indian
businessman was arrested for racking up a
total of Dh624 million in bounced cheques.

DUBAI DEVELOPERS
UPBEAT ON INDIA

P

roperty developers from Dubai that took
part in a recent real estate exhibition
in Mumbai remained upbeat on India
as a source market for buyers, despite
factors including a weak rupee and slowing
growth in Asia’s third largest economy.
“India and the UAE have a very close
relationship traditionally,” said Sunil Gomes,
the Chief Executive of Gemini Property
Developers, based in Dubai. “The number
of Indian buyers has grown dramatically in
recent years.”
The three-day annual Dubai Property
Show, organised by the Dubai Land
Department (DLD), was held as forecasts
suggest real estate prices in Dubai could be
further subdued in 2019 amid an expected
surge in supply.
Indian nationals are the biggest foreign
investors in the property market in the
emirate. A total of 3,696 Indian investors
invested Dh8.17 billion into real estate
in Dubai in the first nine months of 2018
across 4,414 investments, according to
figures from the DLD.
But serious buyers seemed a little thin
on the ground at the show. One sales
executive for a major developer at the event
commented: “things are a bit slow” and this
could be due to the fact that “the rupee is
down”, he said. The currency fell by about
10 percent against the US dollar last year,
which makes it more expensive for Indians
to buy property in the UAE. The executive
added that the ongoing Indian wedding
season meant some potential customers had
been unable to make it to the event.
A recent report by real estate portal
Property Finder projected that higher oil
prices and a construction boom in the run
up to Expo 2020 would boost real estate
expansion in Dubai in 2019, with the
increase in supply expected to impact prices
year-on-year.
Source: Gulf News newspaper, Dubai
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TONINO
LAMBORGHINI
RESIDENCES DUBAI
TO ADD 8,000
HOMES

O

riental Pearls, a Chinese real estate
developer operating in the UAE,
has unveiled its Tonino Lamborghini
Residences Dubai project.
The 4.6 million square foot development
will add nearly 8,000 premium freehold
apartments in Meydan, the company said in
a statement without saying when the project
would be completed.
The unveiling comes after Oriental Pearls
announced a multi-million-dollar agreement
in early 2018 with Tonino Lamborghini, an
Italian company that is known for designing
lavish hospitality projects.
The agreement with Oriental Pearls will see
the developer apply the Tonino Lamborghini
branding, philosophy and values across its
real estate developments in Dubai.
Ma Guolong, CEO of Oriental Peals,
said: “We are delighted to announce that
we are a step closer to fulfilling our vision of
delivering upscale and bespoke homes for
the modern consumer.
“Our partnership with Tonino Lamborghini
is rooted in our desire to bring premium
living spaces to discerning buyers in the

UAE. We are seeing a demand for luxurious
and well-designed homes in Dubai – and
we are proud to announce that with Tonino
Lamborghini Residences Dubai we will
be able to add an inventory of premium
apartments to the market.”
The project is targeted at customers who
plan to buy-to-live and private investors living
in the UAE, as well as India, China, and
Saudi Arabia.
Source: Arabian Business online

SAVILLS MIDDLE
EAST EYES
ACQUISITIONS
IN 2019

G

lobal real estate consultancy Savills’
Middle East unit, created from
the takeover of fellow consultancy
Cluttons last year, aims to double
in size over the next five years through
acquisitions and new business lines to serve
clients in the region.
In particular, the company wants to
establish a project and building consultancy
and international sales advisory team. For
the latter, it appointed a director last year
and aims to hire two more recruits in 2019.
It is also on the lookout to acquire any
specialist property agencies from the region

that could help it to meet its objectives, Savills
Middle East Chief Executive Steve Morgan
told The National.
“[Acquisitions] are definitely a priority for
2019 – particularly companies that are
strong in service lines we are not at the
moment, for example project and building
consultancy and any kind of boutique,
specialist practitioners that operate in areas
we don’t cover, such as retail advisory,
ports and airports, industrial and logistics,”
Morgan said.
The ideal acquisition would be a small
company. “When you look at large
businesses that sort of do what you do, you
have to question what value you’re adding,”
the chief executive said. “The key for us
is getting the cultural fit right and making
sure any business that comes in is able to
complement that as opposed to dilute it.”
Project and building consultancy teams
provide support to developers and other
stakeholders when planning, building,
operating and managing properties. Savills
Middle East aims to establish this unit
regardless of whether it does so through
acquiring a whole company or team, or by
growing organically, Morgan said.
Savills Group completed the takeover of
Cluttons Middle East for an undisclosed sum,
giving the London-listed company its first
wholly owned unit in the region. Cluttons
Middle East will be rebranded as Savills
Middle East from 1 January.
Source: The National newspaper, Abu Dhabi
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A SOOTHING EXPERIENCE
Mandara Spa is a sanctuary of utter wellness, serenity and bliss
located at The H Dubai Hotel, One Sheikh Zayed Road.
Mandara Spa has 10 treatment rooms including two couples’ suites,
as well as separate male and female changing facilities, each including a thermal
and hydrotherapy steam chamber and sauna,
a whirlpool and experiential showers.
OPEN DAILY 10 AM TO 10 PM

The H D ubai, On e S h e i k h Za y e d Roa d
F o r m o re i n f o r m ati o n cal l +971 4 501 8888 or Wh a ts A p p + 971 56 656 7311
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REAL TALK

REAL TALK

LIFE IS GOOD.
EVEN WHEN
THE MARKET
ISN’T
A look back at 2018
and ahead.

For those of you old enough to know
what vinyl records are and how when
scratched they’d repeat endlessly on a
loop, that’s exactly what I feel like when
I tell you that UAE property prices fell
further this year, rental prices witnessed
greater declines than sales, and yields
reduced. Most market analysts claim
that we’re at or near the bottom of the
cycle and that prices are expected
to pick up in the lead up to Expo 2020.

Text: Lukman Hajje
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“With rents at 2010 levels
there’s a big silver lining to
this ongoing correction.”

R

unning further with the
broken record metaphor,
I’d suggest Cold Chisel’s
“I don’t want to know
about tomorrow” from
their East Album released
in 1980 would be the most
apt record on which to be stuck. No doubt
none of you under 40 and unAustralian
would have ever heard of either, but for
the uninitiated it’s about a prison escapee
and his impending doom as authorities
close in.
To be fair, things are not that bad. Far
from it, in fact. Those of us who’ve been
here a while are so used to the good life
that we’ve grown a bit soft. During the
tough times when we fret about falling

asset values, reduced yields, gloomy
headlines and gloomier rumours, our
moans often take place in exquisite
beachfront restaurants over perfectly
seared scallops. The irony isn’t lost.
The head of a one of Dubai’s leading
brokerages told me recently that property
prices are now below construction costs,
so regardless of what you think will
happen in 2019, buying in this market
represents fabulous intrinsic value. ‘Agent
speak’ perhaps, but with rents at 2010
levels with seemingly endless options in
new and old communities there’s a big
silver lining to this ongoing correction.
Abu Dhabi has had far less handovers
than Dubai but has been harder hit by
falling oil prices and knock on effects

End of day Commodity Futures Price Quotes for Crude Oil Brent
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to employment and the wider economy
over recent years. Brent crude hit $85
USD per barrel in early October 2018;
314% higher than the 14 year low of $27
USD per barrel seen in February 2016.
The trend and optimism was definitely on
the up. But the party was short lived. By
years end Brent Crude had dropped to
$52 USD per barrel; down 20% for the
year and losing a third in the last quarter
alone.
Regardless, agents left, right and centre
continue to talk up the market, as agents
do, enticing buyers, renters or anyone with
capacity to pay a booking fee with offers
which we’ve never seen; ‘Pay 10% and
move in’, ‘2 year, 5 year, 10 year post
handover payment plans!’, ‘Pay 1% per
month’. Rental guarantees, guaranteed
finance (my favourite), free golf club or
gym memberships, DLD and maintenance
fee waivers, kitchen sinks and steak knives.
It’s a motza!
There’s no such thing as a free lunch
and the more freebies on offer the less
likely the underlying property will stack
up to an independent bank approved
valuation. A somewhat inconvenient truth.
It’s noteworthy that in today’s market,
your booking fee usually equates to a
commission cheque of 5%+, and in some
cases, even up to 10%; in your agents’
pocket. At least eventually, sometimes in
PDCs.
Developers cannot simply just drop their
prices to meet the market as it has wider
balance sheet implications, but sky high
agent commissions, too good to be true
payment plans and endless fringe benefits
are sure signs of an oversupplied market
which is likely to see further corrections.
Dubai’s winning of Expo 2020 has
been both a blessing and a curse for the
real estate sector and those of nearby
emirates. No doubt it has been (and will
be) a major boom that will massively boost
its international profile and economy,
and has already launched dozens of new
residential, commercial, infrastructure and
cultural projects. But given the tight time
frame combined with the challenges of
the regional and international economy, a
strong USD and historically low oil prices,
it’s not surprising that demand has lagged
(well) behind supply.
At least in the interim, eventually it will
catch up. I’ve given up trying to predict
when and where that will happen, but I
am bullish about the UAE’s longer term
viability, and its broad appeal to a wide
demographic across the region, and the
world.
The hard numbers...

Apartment Median Annual Rental Price (AED)
EMIRATE

H2 2018

6 MOS
% CHANGE

12 MOS
% CHANGE

18 MOS
% CHANGE

24 MOS
% CHANGE

DUBAI

80,000

-4.6%

-15.2%

-20.7%

-29.9%

ABU DHABI

71,000

-6.0%

-20.4%

-28.6%

-36.9%

SHARJAH

37,780

-5.0%

-19.0%

-15.4%

-22.5%

RAS AL
KHAIMAH

38,200

-4.5%

-9.6%

-14.3%

-17.7%

AJMAN

26,400

-8.2%

-14.8%

-20.0%

-27.0%

Dubai apartments advertised rental asking prices have dropped almost 30% in the last
2 years, with more than half that in the last 12 months alone.

Apartment Median Sales Price Per Sq Ft (AED)
EMIRATE

H2 2018

6 MOS
% CHANGE

12 MOS
% CHANGE

18 MOS
% CHANGE

24 MOS
% CHANGE

DUBAI

1,212

-2.4%

-4.2%

-8.0%

-14.8%

ABU DHABI

1,178

-2.4%

-5.5%

-8.2%

-10.6%

SHARJAH

480

-3.2%

-7.2%

-5.7%

-9.1%

RAS AL
KHAIMAH

601

-7.3%

-9.6%

-10.0%

-10.2%

AJMAN

280

-4.1%

-10.5%

-16.9%

-18.1%

Villas Median Annual Rental Price (AED)
EMIRATE

H2 2018

6 MOS
% CHANGE

12 MOS
% CHANGE

18 MOS
% CHANGE

24 MOS
% CHANGE

DUBAI

173,800

-4.7%

-11.3%

-10.1%

-22.2%

ABU DHABI

176,000

-1.8%

-5.5%

-7.1%

-11.3%

SHARJAH

99,500

-18.5%

-18.8%

-21.4%

-22.7%

RAS AL
KHAIMAH

97,000

-4.2%

-6.9%

-11.1%

-17.4%

AJMAN

79,000

-3.6%

-1.8%

-3.3%

-1.3%
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Apartments for rent
Abu Dhabi apartment rents have fared
even worse (if you’re a landlord), dropping
almost 37% in the last 2 years, with over
20% in the last 12 months alone. Drops
in asking rental prices in the Northern
Emirates have not been as dramatic,
but all bar RAK have been in the strong
double digit declines this year.
The median asking price for an
apartment for rent in Dubai is now just
AED 80K per annum, AED 71K in Abu
Dhabi and AED 38K in RAK and Sharjah.
The median advertised apartment rent in
Ajman is just AED 26K, down 27% from
two years ago and 8% in H2 this year.
Remember these are asking rents.
The price, number of cheques, rent free
periods, air-conditioning charges etc, are
all open for negotiation. This is arguably
the best time ever to be a tenant in the
UAE. But not so if you’re a landlord.
Building, service fees and mortgage
interest rates have not declined. They’ve
increased.
On paper UAE apartments produce
yields in the high single digit. Problem
is, the price you bought at and the yield
actually received today are often very
different. Consider building fees and
vacancy, what looked like a smart, high
yield investment a couple of years ago,
now perhaps doesn’t look as good.
Why has this happened? Lots of
reasons, but increased supply is the main
one. The last 6 months has seen an
easing. While advertised apartment rents
have declined further, they dropped less
in H2 2018 than in H1 2018. Does that
mean we are approaching the bottom?
Perhaps, but I doubt it. Consistent double
digit half year declines are just not
sustainable.
Apartments for sale
Apartment sale prices are held firmer. An
annual drop of 4.2% in Dubai and 5.5%

Abu Dhabi is small by recent standards.
There were bigger declines in the Northern
Emirates, Ajman seeing the biggest drop
this year with 10.5%. The median price
per square foot for an Ajman apartment
is just AED 280K. 77% lower than Dubai,
which means that for the cost of renting
the typical Dubai apartment for three
years you could buy a 857 square foot
apartment in Ajman.
Craziness.
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“Dubai apartments
advertised rental asking
prices have dropped
almost 30% in the last
2 years, with more than
half that in the last 12
months alone”

Dubai Median Advertised Annual Rent (AED)
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Villas for rent
Villa rents in Dubai have dropped 11.3%
in the past 12 months and 22.2% over the
past 2 years. Times have arguably never
been so good for families looking to get
out of their apartment and into a villa
with more space and a garden. They’re
spoilt for choice across new and older
communities.
Abu Dhabi villas have seen more
modest declines over the last two years
and just 1.8% over the past six months.
Villas in Abu Dhabi are now once again
slightly more expensive than Dubai.
Villa price drops in Sharjah have been
the largest in the country over the past 2
years, while in Ajman they’ve been flat
and have actually started to creep up in
the past six months. At just AED 79K per
annum, there is only so low they can go.
Over the past six months, villas for sale
have seen relatively modest declines in
Dubai (-3.7%), Abu Dhabi (-6.2%), Ajman
(-4.4%) and Sharjah (-1.4%).
Median prices at the emirate level can
be misleading in a market amass with new
projects in brand new communities across
various price ranges. Hidden within these
emirate wide numbers is the fact that more
new affordable offerings, often smaller
and further out have been developed,
handed over and are now more prevalent
in the market dragging overall averages
down.
Community specific numbers show
smaller declines and are a better indicator
of the state of the market. But even at
this level, a new high end or low end
project launch or handover can distort the
numbers.
Most communities are showing low
single digit percentage declines in the past
six months than apartments are showing,
but more than a few communities have
actually shown solid increases.
For a full analysis of community
numbers be sure to get a copy of Property
Finder Trends due out in January 2019.

JUL 2018
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SPECIAL FEATURE

RAISING
THE BAR
It’s the most glamorous industry event on the year.
Though, it’s not all about the glitz and glam. Each
year we gather the best agents and developers
to raise our glasses and say thank you to those
who improve transparency, promote best practice
and make Property Finder a better place for
consumers.
TEXT: LUKMAN HAJJE
CO-AUTHORED BY: CHANELLE KOWALSKI
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T

he sumptuous Armani
Ballroom in the iconic
Burj Khalifa, was again a
fitting venue as the most
influential ladies and gentlemen in UAE real estate
embodied just that as they
donned their finest gowns
and crisp tuxedos to strut the Property
Finder red carpet.
Katie Fielder was again was our stunning MC and Stephane Deheselle, world
champion of experimental dance, opened
the night with a unique performance
against the backdrop of the Property Finder logo, bringing the new brand to life.
Michael Lahyani, founder and CEO
of the Property Finder Group, lead with a
raw and honest assessment of where the
industry stands, it’s challenges and what
lies ahead.
We exist in the digital era. The age of
endless choice. We are more connected
than ever, and live in a time where the
concept of brand loyalty continues to
erode. Negative feedback is detrimental
to any business and digital word of mouth
can spread like wildfire.
The power of reach cannot be underestimated but there is no room for complacency.
While massive strides have been made,
the reputation of the real estate industry
remains subpar. Fixing this perception is
a joint responsibility between real estate
agents, and property portals, alike.
A constantly evolving process, the 2018
awards judging criteria involved a rigorous schedule of office and site visits, client
presentations and video submissions. This,

paired with a deep analysis of the extensive client, consumer and government
data the Property Finder Group possesses,
meant that this year’s Awards were the
most intensive to date.
While much debate has circulated the
industry on how and what elements should
and shouldn’t be included, and how each
weighed, for Lukman Hajje Group CCO,
it’s simply about; “what kind of service do
we want consumers to receive when they
make an enquiry on Property Finder.”
One key element added this year was
peer assessment. Each nominee was
asked the question, “who do you think
should win?” Thus, winners were not just
selected by the Property Finder judging
panel but also by the nominees themselves.
This year, it was Allsopp & Allsopp that
stole the show taking home four trophies,
including the most prestigious title of Best
Brokerage; while Driven Properties left with
two trophies.
Other winners included Exclusive Links
(Best Boutique Brokerage), Henry Wiltshire
(Most Outstanding Abu Dhabi Brokerage),
Hunt & Harris (Most Outstanding Northern
Emirates Brokerage), Betterhomes (Highest
Lead Scoring Brokerage), Just Cavalli,
Damac Properties (Best New Project), 1JBR
(Best New Luxury Project) and Charlie King
from Allsopp & Allsopp (Best Agent).
Congratulations, and thank you to all
our award winners and nominees .
For a full list of winners and highlights
of the evening, along with excerpts from
Michael Lahyani’s powerful speech, read
ahead.
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T

onight, I want to share my
honest opinion of where the
industry stands and where
I believe there is still room
for improvement as intermediaries of the real estate
transaction.
There are clear threats
we can’t ignore and that we must tackle
together to survive.
If we are honest with ourselves, and I
know it’s not pleasant to hear, we know
deep inside that the reputation of real
estate agents among the general public,
and this includes the property portals, is
not where we’d like it to be. This has to
change.
In the digital world that we live in, we
can’t afford to have unhappy customers.
Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon, said “if
you make customers unhappy in the physical world, they might each tell six friends.
If you make customers unhappy on the
Internet, they can each tell 6,000 friends.”
If we look at the Amazon’s, Google’s
or Facebook’s of the world, they are our
biggest threats. These are companies who
understand consumers and smell customer
dissatisfaction like sharks smell blood.
Personally, I strongly believe consumers
still need you, the savvy and sophisticated
agents. We have seen AI gain significant
traction in many industries. But, when
it comes to real estate, where human
psychology is at the core of the transaction, this is something which AI has not yet
been able to replicate.
We’ve seen new models erupt in the
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last couple of years, where the classic
agent as we know it today, plays no role in
the transaction.
Purplebricks already present in the
UK, US, and Australia – offers a flat fee
to owners irrespective of the size of the
transaction. Opendoor and iBuyer in the
US buy and sell real estate without the implication of any agent, through self-guided
tours, eliminating any commission.
These are not small businesses and
represent a real threat to the traditional
brokerage model. These businesses were
born from customer dissatisfaction.
Together, through our technology and
your content, we need to offer the best
user experience and give no reason for
consumers to look for an alternative. This
is what drives all the new product developments on the platform.
We need more agents who truly represent the owner, who are knowledgeable
about the market, who have access to the
right data, and of course who truly care to
deliver a good service.
In the last years, we’ve refused access
to our platform to hundreds of agents
who were not worthy to be there, we have
made it harder to rank on the first page
by policing the quality of the content –
but also making it harder for agents who
can’t prove their relation to the owner, to
capture leads.
Raising the bar is our only weapon
against the pollution of our industry and
we need you to embrace the innovation
we bring forward.

“Raising the bar is our only weapon
against the pollution of our industry
and we need you to embrace the
innovation we bring forward”
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COVER STORY

“There has been much discussion around what should and shouldn’t be
included in the judging process and how elements should be weighed.
For me, it’s quite simple: what kind of service do we want consumers to
receive when they contact an agent through Property Finder?”
LUKMAN HAJJE
CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER

“This year was the toughest, yet most insightful…
By the time we selected Best Brokerage or Best Agent,
it was not just about how well you performed, but how
outstanding was your service and your commitment to
the betterment of the industry”
HAMZA CHAOUI
CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER

“The winners this year all stepped out of
their comfort zone, stepped outside of
the box and diversified their offering…”
22
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LYNNETTE ABAD
DIRECTOR OF DATA & RESEARCH
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Best Brokerage
1. Allsopp & Allsopp
2. Espace
3. Driven Properties

Best Boutique Brokerage
1. Exclusive Links
Lewis Allsopp, Allsopp & Allsopp, Best Brokerage

Katie Fielder, Host

Noa Wardman, House Hunters
2nd Place Best Agent

2. Abode Property
3. The Urban Nest

Best Agent
1. Charlie King, Allsopp & Allsopp
2. Noa Wardman, House Hunters
3. Ryan Hudson, Allsopp & Allsopp

Most Outstanding Abu Dhabi
Brokerage
1. Henry Wiltshire

Zarah Evans, Exclusive Links
Best Boutique Brokerage

Most Outstanding
Northern Emirates Brokerage
Henry Wiltshire,
Most Outstanding Abu Dhabi Brokerage

1. Hunt & Harris

Highest Lead Scoring
Brokerage
1. Betterhomes
2. Allsopp & Allsopp
3. Driven Properties

Best New Project
1. Just Cavalli, Damac Properties

Best Luxury New Project
1. 1JBR, Dubai Properties
Hunt & Harris, Most Outstanding Northern Emirates Brokerage
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Charlie King, Allsopp & Allsopp, Best Agent

Abdullah Al Ajaji, Driven Properties, 3rd Place Best Brokerage
and 3rd Place Highest Lead Scoring Brokerage
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HOW TO
MAKE HOUSING,
ATTAINABLE:
A LOOK
AT FANNIE MAE
AS IT STANDS, THERE IS A SIZABLE PORTION OF THE POPULATION THAT THE CURRENT
HOUSING MARKET IS NOT FULLY SERVING. LYNNETTE ABAD, DIRECTOR OF DATA & RESEARCH AT
PROPERTY FINDER GROUP ASSESSES HOW DUBAI COULD BENEFIT FROM THE CREATION OF AN
AFFORDABLE HOUSING STRATEGY GEARED AT GETTING MORE PEOPLE
INTO THEIR OWN HOMES.
CO-AUTHORED BY: CARLA MARIA ISSA

G

iven that the UAE government is revisiting its
previously established rules regarding the residency visa structure already, it would be appropriate
to consider how home ownership factors into
these revisions. The most recent figures from the
National Budget estimate that both the real estate
and construction sectors are estimated to grow
4.7 percent and 5.4 percent on an annual basis, respectively.1
Although there is steady growth in key sectors, there are a few
persistent issues when it comes to home ownership for residents
living in Dubai.
The first is the reality that a home purchase is one of the largest investments one will make in their lifetime. A home’s intended
use is long-term but given that residency is linked to employment
for the majority of residents in the UAE, people either resort to
being forever-renters, wasting a ton of cash that could otherwise
be invested in their own home, or it is a purchase done with
the foresight of only 7-10 years. In the US, when the decision is
made to purchase one’s home, common terms for repaying a

(1) Dubai Statistics Center. Gross Domestic Product at Current Prices Emirate of Dubai. 2016-2017. Dubai Statistics Center estimated GDP
2016-2017
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mortgage fall between 20-30 years.
The second issue is the current lending system, which prevents
the majority of Dubai’s residents from being eligible to apply for
a traditional mortgage, as they don’t meet the common minimum
monthly salary requirement of AED 15,000. According to Oxford
Economics, 22 percent of Dubai’s residents make between AED
9,500-21,400 per month, 5 percent of which earn between AED
3,050-9,175 monthly. Painting a less optimistic picture is a 2017
labour force survey from the Dubai Statistics Center (DSC), which
categorizes 40 percent of those surveyed as earning AED 19,999
per month or less, 30 percent of which are earning AED 9,999
or less.2
Despite these two data sources creating a gap of what we
would classify as unresolved, we have to admit that there is still a
sizeable portion of the population that the current housing market
is under addressing at best.
Referring to DSC’s 2018 Consumer Price Index, 2018 prices
compared to those in 2014 have risen by 11 percent overall, with
double digit increases in housing, education and transportation.3

(2) Dubai Statistics Center. Percentage Distribution of Employed Persons
15 Years and Over by Monthly Wage Groups and Occupation--Emirate of Dubai. 2017.

(3) Dubai Statistics Center. Consumer Price Index 2018

“Many talk about the market in Dubai maturing, but a true
maturation of the market will not come without more
inclusion. Relegating home ownership for the wealthy
minority ultimately slashes a much wider opportunity for
banks, secondary lenders, developers and the government to
address the majority market.”
Lynnette Abad, Director of Data & Research at Propertyfinder Group
Furthermore, wages for a large chunk
of society are stagnating, and even falling,
as GDP per capita is decreasing rather
than increasing as reported by Standard &
Poor in September.4
Combined, these factors make it difficult for people to make the required down
payment toward a home. These are employed individuals who could presumably
be homeowners if only there was a more
inclusive financial framework that could
allow the lender’s risk to be manageable.
This in turn would allow for more capital
to be lent to borrowers, generating wealth
for the lenders as well as long-term assets
for homeowners.
Fannie Mae: The United States’
Establishment for Affordable
Housing
When we look to where affordable
housing strategies were successfully implemented, the creation of Fannie Mae, and
subsequently Freddie Mac are a sufficient
example. When Fannie Mae was established, the housing sector comprised 10
percent of the United States’ total economy. As of 2017, in the UAE, the housing
sector comprised 13.5 percent of the
nation’s economic activities, not accounting for financial activities.5
In 1938, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
and Congress created the Federal National Mortgage Association, which is more
commonly known as Fannie Mae. Due
to the number of borrowers who defaulted on their mortgages after the Great
Depression in 1929, the credit sector was
both unable and unwilling to lend to those
it deemed not to be creditworthy. Fannie
Mae rescued the housing sector in a time
of great need, as it essentially bought
mortgages from other lenders giving them
new capital to loan to other borrowers.
This system continued to work this way for
the next 30 years.
In 1968, the Vietnam War was having serious constraints for the National
(4) Ismail, Netty Idayu and Zainab Fattah. “Dubai Slowdown Prompts
S&P to Lower Credit Ratings of Two State Firms”. Bloomberg. 5 September 2018.
(7) Expo 2020. “How Will Dubai Fit 20-25 Million Coming
to Expo 2020?”.
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Budget so Fannie Mae was removed from
the government’s books and converted
to a public company, listed on the New
York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and thus
becoming the burden of investors. Despite
it being a publicly traded company, its
purchasing power is now in the trillions
and is thus deemed far too big to fail and
is implicitly insured by the government.
Due to the government’s interest to avoid
monopolistic business practices, Fannie
Mae’s “competitor”, The Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie
Mac), was established in 1989, with the
same mandate as Fannie Mae. Freddie
Mac is also government backed and aims
to push the banking sector to issue as
many loans as possible.
From Fannie Mae’s inception until
today, should the agency run into financial trouble as it did in 2008, a crisis
which was actually a consequence of
poorly managed derivatives and not a
consequence of Fannie Mae’s practices
themselves, US taxpayer money is used to
fuel the agency or more appropriately, the
housing sector. When the agency began,
Fannie Mae’s first $1 billion came directly
from the government. As banks would
lend to everyday borrowers, many who
wouldn’t have qualified for a mortgage
previously due to factors such as having
an insufficient salary or little to no assets
to their name, Fannie Mae would essentially underwrite that bank’s mortgage with
its available funds and thus ensure that if
that borrower did end up defaulting, the
bank’s risk would be mitigated. Fannie
Mae operates by taking all of the mortgages it underwrites and repackages them
into mortgage backed-securities, which
are traded amongst investors. As this
practice became more successful, Fannie
Mae’s ability to generate more profit produced a cyclical effect as more money was
then available for the lenders.
For residents who would otherwise have
to rent, or take on a potentially danger(5) Dubai Statistics Center. Gross Domestic Product at Constant Prices Emirate of Dubai. 2017. Dubai Statistics Center report

ous loan with exceptionally high interest
rates and strict repayment terms, Fannie
Mae provided the opportunity for many
blue-collar workers and middle income
individuals to become homeowners. As
of 2013, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
owned or underwrote 47 percent of all
single-family mortgages.6 Despite the crisis that happened in 2008, the framework
for this system of “safe lending” overwhelmingly produces favourable outcomes
for those involved.
Many talk about the market in Dubai
maturing, but a true maturation of the
market will not come without more inclusion. Relegating home ownership for the
wealthy minority ultimately slashes a much
wider opportunity for banks, secondary
lenders, developers and the government
to address the majority market.
A prime opportunity is on the horizon as
expectations are predicting 25 million visitors for Expo 2020, and thereby the desire
for at least a fraction of those visitors to
look to relocating to Dubai.7 Just like the
millions of expatriates who call Dubai
home, the incredible infrastructure, as
well as the numerous opportunities across
various sectors, continue to lure people to
this city.
There is an obvious tipping point approaching. If population growth estimates
by the Dubai Statistics Center as well as
the United Nations Population Division of
5-7 percent growth per year, materialize
then current and upcoming residential
supply may not be enough. However, if
growth falls below these estimates, then
there will need to be a more formative
process to sell the units in the market.
In the effort to create a more tangible
permanency, all while drawing both financial and human capital, a government
stimulus programme along the lines of
what the United States created with Fannie
Mae, could prove profitable for the government and property developers.

(6) Frame, W. Scott, Andreas Fuster, Joseph Tracy and James Vickery.
The Rescue of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. Journal of Economic
Perspectives. Vol. 29. No. 2. Spring 2015. P. 25-52.
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“... a deal should never be thought of as
‘done’ until the transfer of a property or the
handover of keys is complete”
Lewis Allsopp, CEO of Allsopp & Allsopp

HOW TO
GET AHEAD
IN REAL
ESTATE
Those who make it big in the property game know
that immaculate planning, genuine passion and
tenacity separate the best from the rest, says Lewis
Allsopp, CEO of Allsopp & Allsopp
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T

here are many factors
to be considered when
calculating what it takes to
succeed in the real estate
industry.
I believe that genuine
success is built on daily
structures and discipline. A well-structured
and laid out day goes a very long way to
achieving results – this structure becomes
the solid base which will hold together
and support a real estate agent’s career.
I started working in the industry at the
age of 16 and have religiously followed
the same morning routine every day. From
9am to 11am, I follow up with managers
and head staff to see what is happening
across all aspects of the business. This
normally shapes my day as I will then get
involved wherever I can be of use.
I also read the news each morning to
see what’s happening in markets around
the world. There are so many different
aspects of the economy that can influence
the real estate sector, so I like to be on top
of this at all times. Indeed, I often share
global news stories with the team.
Aspiring real estate agents who join us
can expect a fully comprehensive training
programme run by our dedicated training
team; this helps beginners enhance their
learning and introduces Key Performance
Indicators (KPI’s) with a step-by-step
format. These KPI’s and guidelines will be
referred to throughout an agent’s entire
career.
Meanwhile, agents who join us with

previous experience are not expected to
follow any set regime as long as KPI’s and
structure are adhered to.
It is essential for an agent to strictly follow a schedule and to-do list every day in
order to succeed. Motivation is, of course,
a key contributing factor to success. However, every agent will have a down day
and it is at these times that routine is vital.
Deals will fall through for various reasons
but ensuring consistency of a daily plan
will ultimately ensure people reach their
goals and overcome bad times.
Agents should meet a number of their
KPI’s before leaving the office to meet
clients. Client follow-ups are an essential
part of the job and must be completed
daily. Ensuring that this is done every
morning before beginning the day’s activities is so important.
You must certainly have a thick skin to
be successful. As mentioned previously,
deals will fall through for reasons outside
the realm of an agent’s control, so they
need to manage inevitable feelings of
frustration and continue with the routine.
In my opinion, a deal should never be
thought of as ‘done’ until the transfer of a
property or the handover of keys is complete. If a step-by-step process is followed
and every step has been completed to a
high standard – deals will close.
Having a genuine passion for the
industry will undoubtedly accelerate your
success. With passion and drive comes
confidence and transparency, which leads
to solid relationships with clients. There

is no doubt that the relationship built
between an agent and a client is key to
closing a deal.
A trustworthy agent is worth their weight
in gold – combine knowledge and professionalism and you have a success story in
the making.
And as much as technology is key in
the world we live in today, real estate is
still a very people oriented industry and an
agent who has charisma and brings their
personality to the job is sure to do well.
Knowledge, as they say, is power – and
in real estate it is essential. An understanding of market trends, the area, the
property and the economy will enable a
solid relationship to be built with a client.
Experience within a company is hugely important too on the path to success.
Experience is not something that can be
taught; it comes from years of trial and
error.
Those in the real estate industry will tell
you it’s never plain sailing. Every deal is
different and each one of these challenges
teaches a lesson. There is always room for
improvement.
Even seasoned agents who have a few
knock-backs and difficult deals may need
a simple reset to get back on track. This
often means stripping things back and
starting from the beginning – setting simple daily targets to reach simple goals.
In short, tenacity – being able to stick to
the mission – is a priceless human trait in
our business.
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CAUTIOUSLY
OPTIMISTIC
IN 2019

As we move into a new year, Dubai property investors
are searching for the most lucrative paths to follow.
Loai Al Fakir, CEO of Provident Real Estate, assesses
the landscape
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“Many analysts are forecasting an uptick in
capital growth and rental yields leading up
to and beyond Expo 2020.”
. Loai Al Fakir, CEO of Provident Real Estate

H

aving spent over a decade
in the UAE property sector
I have seen market cycles
come and go. I opened
my brokerage in 2008
and saw the investor bubble burst and witnessed
the recovery just a few years later.
We have since moved from a largely
unregulated market to one that is trending
toward maturity and governed diligently by
the Real Estate Regulatory Agency (RERA)
with greater security for investors.
Over the past few years we have seen
pressure in the market due to oil price
fluctuations, a surging dollar, and geopolitics all paying a toll on our home soil.
Dubai property prices have come down
from the peaks of 2014 and we have seen
lower transaction volumes in 2018 versus
the preceding year.
Developers have needed to become
more competitive in pricing and payment
plan offers in order to attract buyers. That
is the current market reality.
Apartment sizes are trending closer to
international norms and offering more
manageable ticket sizes for the average
wallet in the affordable and premium segments where we see most of the demand.
The townhouse segment has boomed
since price and payment terms became
too good to miss; I expect further launches
in 2019 to continue this momentum.
Meanwhile, investors are increasingly
opting for modern construction in new
master communities with better transport
integration, amenities, leisure and lifestyle
benefits.
The luxury segment offers great affordability versus other leading world cities
for high net worth individuals to make
Dubai their playground. Prime units with
the best views and plots continue to attract
interest as investors recognise the future

resale premium they command.
What could drive the demand
in 2019?
Many analysts are forecasting an uptick in
capital growth and rental yields leading up
to and beyond Expo 2020. Major capital
investments in transport and infrastructure
– and the exposure of Dubai to millions of
Expo visitors – will benefit the emirate for
decades to come.
Recent moves by the UAE Government
to open up visa residency to highly skilled
workers, expat retirees, accomplished students and business people will provide a
major stimulus for residents and non-residents to enter the market and make Dubai
their home. Individuals can now plan for
the long term and stay for many years,
laying down real roots and furthering their
contribution to the economy.
The government also announced plans
to allow 100 percent foreign ownership
of companies in specialised sectors; this
will encourage more business owners to
choose Dubai as their regional base and
increase the calibre of our talent pool.
Recently, we have also seen banks
offering guaranteed or interest free
finance deals for Emaar off-plan property
with a tremendous response from clients.
Such actions from the banking sector will
continue to open up the market to a wider
audience and lead to more end-users
stepping on to the home ownership ladder
and investors expanding their portfolios.
In 2019, we will see Emaar’s Dubai
Hills and Dubai Creek Harbour master
developments begin handing over – offering entirely new community experiences.
Investors who have been on the sidelines
will be able to experience the quality of
these communities for the first time and
migrate from older developments.
Emaar Beachfront has proven over the

last year to be a major new investment
hotspot for international clients and Dubai
residents seeking a prime beachside
lifestyle. Further launches will continue the
positive uptake as the community establishes its name.
New launches by Meraas on its iconic
waterfront destinations La Mer, Jumeirah
Bay Island and Bluewaters Island, have
added a vibrancy to the Dubai coastline
and elevated Dubai’s position for high
quality waterfront living on the world
stage. The opening of Ain Dubai will also
increase the exposure of Dubai by adding
an internationally recognisable landmark
to our skyline and further drive awareness
and growth.
At the same time, demand for Madinat
Jumeirah Living by Dubai Holding has
been off the charts and I see it continuing
to outpace supply.
Dubai is now the fourth most visited city
in the world. Tourism growth continues to
open up the emirate to new markets with
more visitors coming, spending money,
and choosing to stay.
Visa on arrival for Chinese nationals has provided a welcome boon to
the market, and the largest China town
opening in the Middle East in Dubai Creek
Harbour will surely be a major catalyst for
inward investment from the most populous
nation.
Many investors are buying in tourist
hotspots with a view to using their property
as a holiday home and then letting on a
short-term basis, so they can benefit from
high rental yields and stay whenever they
choose.
I am cautiously optimistic for 2019
and expect well-priced projects in great
locations to offer an attractive investment
opportunity.
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LUXURY REDEFINED
Frond N, The Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
This breathtaking signature villa providing sea views from every angle is the
ultimate in grandeur and luxury. Bright and spacious in nature, this lavish villa
is architecturally outstanding. A large terrace complete with sapphire private
pool is a highlight of the property.
6 bedrooms • 8 bathrooms • maids room • drivers room • 2 spacious
dining areas • feature • 2 kitchens • private swimming pool • private gym,
steam room and sauna • balcony • sea views • 4 parking spaces • plot
size: 13,578 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 65,000,000
Contact: Riazuddin Ahmed (ORN: 16081, BRN: 34357, RERA: 20443)
T: +971 55 524 8087 E: riazuddin.ahmed@engelvoelkers.com
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SIGNATURE VILLA WITH ATLANTIS VIEW

MEDITERRANEAN GARDEN HOME

Frond M, The Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
This beautiful signature villa located on Frond M is one of a kind, featuring
breathtaking views of the Atlantis and the sea. This 5-bedroom home offers
open plan living. Located on the ground floor is a spacious lounge area,
fully-fitted kitchen and Majlis. On the first floor are all bedrooms which are
complete with ensuite bathrooms. The villa is immaculately landscaped
finished with a private swimming pool and jacuzzi.

Frond B, The Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
This rare atrium entry Mediterranean style Garden Home is located on Frond
B of the renown Palm Jumeirah. Featuring spectacular views of the iconic
Atlantis and its surrounding open waters, this 5-bedroom villa features large
balconies taking full advantage of the stunning outlook. A large private pool,
garden and direct beach access makes this property truly exclusive.

5 bedrooms • 7 bathrooms • maids room • drivers room • private
swimming pool • jacuzzi • Atlantis and sea view • direct beach access
2 car garage • high number • vacant on transfer • plot size: 13,400 sq. ft.
built-up area: 7,000 sq. ft.
Asking Price: Available upon request
Contact: Naval Vohra (ORN: 1841, BRN: 42180, RERA: 891875146)
T: +971 52 447 4455 E: nav@appello.ae
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5 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms • maids room • modern kitchen • private
swimming pool • jacuzzi • Atlantis and sea views • direct beach access
2 car garage • high number • plot size: 7,075 sq. ft. • built-up area:
5,000 sq. ft.

Asking Price: AED 11,600,000
Contact: Naval Vohra (ORN: 1841, BRN: 42180, RERA: 1287943693)
T: +971 52 447 4455 E: nav@appello.ae
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GATED COMMUNITY VILLA

VIEWS OF THE BURJ KHALIFA

Millennium Estates, Meydan, Dubai
Located in a gated community, this project comprises 198 villas built on
over 3.8 million square feet of land. This 5-bedroom villa boasts a large plot
size of 9,900 square foot. Fully upgraded and fully furnished, this spacious
home is complete with immaculately landscaped garden.

The Address Boulevard, Downtown Dubai, Dubai
The Address Boulevard offers unprecedented views of the Dubai Fountain
and the iconic Burj Khalifa. With direct access to The Dubai Mall, the
world’s largest shopping and entertainment destination, this is one of the
most coveted luxury addresses. Classic and modern, come home to this
exquisitely furnished apartment with excellent facilities. Residents benefit from
the highest service standards offered by The Address Hotel and enjoy access
to 5-star amenities such as a pool and health club.

5 bedrooms • maids room • drivers room • fully furnished • fully upgraded
plot size: 9,900 sq. ft. • built-up area: 7,311 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 8,500,000
Contact: Nikhil Lulla (ORN: 19313, BRN: 31231, RERA: 0045223234)
T: +971 55 102 7026 E: nikhil@epropertystore.com

2 bedrooms • 2 bathrooms • fully furnished • fully serviced • access to
5-star hotel amenities • access to gym, sauna and steam room • 2 covered
parking spaces • Burj Khalifa and sea views • built-up area: 1,863 sq. ft.

Asking Price: AED 4,200,000
Contact: Nikhil Lulla (ORN: 19313, BRN: 31231, RERA: 0030792035)
T: +971 55 102 7026 E: nikhil@epropertystore.com
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SPANISH STYLE ARCHITECTURE

Saheel, Arabian Ranches, Dubai
This exclusive villa is located in Saheel of the prestigious Arabian Ranches.
A unique property built on one of the largest plots in the community featuring
amazing vistas of the golf course. The villa is fully upgraded to the highest
standard and features 5-bedrooms and spacious living and dining areas
perfect for family living. An out-house provides ample space for everyone
including house guests. Enjoy the ultimate luxury and unwind in the
expansive perfectly manicured garden complete with private pool.

Entertainment Foyer, Jumeirah Islands, Dubai
Located in the serene, Entertainment Foyer of the Jumeirah Islands community,
this fully upgraded villa built on a corner plot is inspired by Spanish style
architecture. Featuring 4 large bedrooms, spacious open plan living and a
recently modified kitchen perfected for your culinary skills, this villa is perfect
for family life. To the rear of the villa is a beautifully landscaped garden and
private swimming pool. Easy access to the Club House makes it perfectly
situated within a renowned community.

5 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms • maids room • study • fully upgraded • fully
fitted kitchen • large plot • golf course views • private garden • private
swimming pool • out-house • built-up area: 7,308 sq. ft.

4 bedrooms • 5 bathrooms • maids room • modified kitchen • fully
upgraded • corner plot • beautifully landscaped • private swimming pool
built-up area: 5,300 sq. ft.

Asking Price: AED 7,600,000

Asking Price: AED 6,000,000

Contact: Kris Markvukaj (ORN: 2169, BRN: 27307, RERA: 0332686567)

Contact: Kris Markvukaj (ORN: 2169 BRN: 27307 RERA: 0975208783)
T: + 971 55 368 5991 E: kris@astonpearlre.com

T: + 971 55 368 5991

E: kris@astonpearlre.com
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PERFECTLY LANDSCAPED GARDEN

STUNNING MARINA VIEWS

PANORAMIC SEA VIEW PENTHOUSE

Aurora Tower, Dubai Marina, Dubai
Aurora Tower is one of the six residential buildings in the Marina Prominade
offering residents easy access to the Marina Walk and abundant restaurant
and café options and retail outlets. Located on a mid-floor, this 2-bedroom
offers spacious and comfortable living. Boasting full views over Dubai
Marina through its floor-to-ceiling windows, this apartment is equal parts
tranquility and luxury.

Elite Residence, Dubai Marina, Dubai
Enjoy panoramic sea views from this amazing 4-bedroom penthouse
located on a high floor in Elite Residence. This prestigious tower is among
the world’s tallest buildings offering luxurious residences created from
materials of the highest standards and finest architecture. Residents can take
full advantage of quality amenities including pool deck, indoor and outdoor
swimming pools and a fully equipped gym. The remarkable aqua views
visible from this property make it truly outstanding.

2 bedrooms • 3 bathrooms • fully fitted kitchen • wooden floors
swimming pool • access to gym facilities • near to tram station
built-up area: 1,497 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 2,600,000

4 bedrooms • 5 bathrooms • maids room • high floor • access to gym,
sauna and steam room facilities • swimming pool • covered parking
built-up area: 3,172 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 2,999,000

Contact: Kris Markvukaj (ORN: 2169, BRN: 27307, RERA: 0332686567)
T: + 971 55 368 5991
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E: kris@astonpearlre.com

Contact: Kris Markvukaj (ORN: 2169, BRN: 27307, RERA: 0939284747)
T: + 971 55 368 5991 E: kris@astonpearlre.com
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EXCLUSIVE CUSTOM VILLA WITH POOL

Mirador La Coleccion, Arabian Ranches, Dubai
Enjoying one of the most beautiful views, this villa sits on an impressive plot
size of over 10,000 sq. ft. overlooking the golf course. One of the most
striking features of this home is the private garden which features a large
swimming pool and jacuzzi designed with the highest attention to detail and
perfectly centered to enjoy prime views over the golf course. An outdoor
gazebo equipped with built in BBQ and large seating area is ideal for
alfresco dining.

Hacienda, The Villa, Dubai
Located in a private and quiet courtyard, this unique 4-bedroom property
features ensuite bathrooms and a luminous living and dining area with
access to the garden. A fully landscaped garden is paved with sandstone
and features a swimming pool covered with a wooden pergola.
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SWEEPING GOLF COURSE VIEWS

4 bedrooms • 5 bathrooms • maids room • drivers room • family hall
fully fitted kitchen • private swimming pool covered with pergola • low
maintenance fully landscaped garden • quiet courtyard • built-up area:
4,000 sq. ft.

5 bedrooms • 5 bathrooms • fully upgraded • marble flooring • private
swimming pool • jacuzzi • gazebo • BBQ area • golf course views •
large outhouse • plot size: 12,000 sq. ft. • built-up area: 4,401 sq. ft.

Asking Price: AED 2,999,990

Asking Price: AED 5,650,000

Contact: Marina Atzert (ORN: 12726, BRN: 35940, RERA: 1982389991)
T: +971 55 796 9506 E: marina@theurbannest.ae

Contact: Deepika Lalkaka (ORN: 12726, BRN: 9756, RERA: 0796776391)
T: +971 52 529 8542

E: deepika@theurbannest.ae

FULLY UPGRADED VILLA

STUNNING VIEWS OF THE GOLF COURSE

Carmen, Victory Heights, Dubai
Located in the always popular Carmen village, this family home is fully
upgraded to the highest specifications by Concept Interiors. The villa has
a perfect flow from the wide door entrance which opens to upgraded
wooden and marble flooring and a sweeping staircase. A spacious formal
lounge and dining area with patio doors overlooks a beautifully landscaped
garden, pool and golf course. A 15-meter private saltwater pool adds to the
luxury of this stunning home.

Carmen, Victory Heights, Dubai
Victory Heights is one of the best laid out communities comprising of the lush
Els golf course, large peaks and walkways. This 5-bedroom villa is tastefully
landscaped with a large private swimming pool and gazebo to the rear
which boast stunning views over the golf course. The spacious layout of this
villa coupled with its attractive location makes this home stand out.

5 bedrooms • 5 bathrooms • fully upgraded • maids room
wood and marble flooring • glass staircase • elevated position • golf
course views • private saltwater swimming pool • private garden • built-up
area: 5,176 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 6,950,000

5 bedrooms • 4 bathrooms • maids room • fully equipped kitchen
private swimming pool • gazebo • golf course views • built-up area:
4,334 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 4,450,000
Contact: Deepika Lalkaka (ORN: 12726, BRN: 9756, RERA: 1939999991)
T: +971 52 529 8542 E: deepika@theurbannest.ae

Contact: Shereen Fawzi-Skinner
(ORN: 12726, BRN: 32628, RERA: 0288807932)
T: +971 52 529 8649 E: shereen@theurbannest.ae
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UNPARALELLED OCEAN VIEWS

Hattan 3, Hattan, Dubai
This stunning fully upgraded villa situated in a premium location overlooks
the golf course and enjoys prime skyline views. Flawless attention to detail
has gone into maintaining the villa to the highest possible standard. The
kitchen and bathrooms have been recently upgraded and have a modern,
contemporary and luxurious feel. A large private pool at the rear of the villa
with both heating and cooling adds to the sumptuousness of this home.

Shoreline, Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
This fully upgraded apartment features stunning sea views out to the iconic
Burj Al Arab. Upgrades include new white flooring throughout, a custombuilt designer kitchen and three new bathrooms complete with luxurious rain
showers. Mid-floor location offers unparalleled visibility over the ocean; truly
a magnificent opportunity for those wanting to enjoy beach front living.
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SKYLINE & GOLF COURSE VIEWS

2 bedrooms • 3 bathrooms • maids room • fully upgraded kitchen • ocean
views • built-up area: 2,000 sq. ft.

6 bedrooms • 7 bathrooms • maids room • drivers room • fully upgraded
kitchen and bathrooms • skyline and golf course views • private swimming
pool • built-up area: 7,424 sq. ft.
.

Asking Price: AED 3,900,000
Contact: Myles Bush (ORN: 15997, BRN: 35348, RERA: 18236)
M: +971 50 950 1897 E: mb@phrealestate.ae

Asking Price: Price available on request
Contact: Lyndsey Redstone (ORN: 15997, BRN: 42969, RERA: 18236)
T: +971 50 558 3919

E: lyndsey@phrealestate.ae

SPACIOUS OPEN PLAN LIVING

STUNNING LAKE VIEWS

Meadows 8, Meadows, Dubai
This 5-bedroom villa features spacious open plan living with large windows
allowing much light in to its spaces. The kitchen and bathrooms have been
tastefully renovated and upgraded. A beautifully landscaped garden to the
rear is a highlight of this property complete with private swimming pool.

Sector W, Emirates Hills, Dubai
This wonderful 6-bedroom villa located directly on the W sector lake enjoys
a highly sought-after North facing aspect. Boasting three large living areas,
two kitchens and space for four staff, this property is incredibly spacious.
An impressive entrance, spiral staircase and provision for an elevator adds
to the overall grandeur of this property. To the rear of the property, a large
BBQ area, private swimming pool and patio area allows for impressive
parties and gatherings or, simply space for the family to unwind.

5 bedrooms • maids room • upgraded kitchen and bathrooms • private
garden • private swimming pool • balcony • built-up area: 5,180 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 4,999,000
Contact: Verity Hind (ORN: 15997, BRN: 36277, RERA: 18236)
M: +971 52 981 3315 E: verity@phrealestate.ae

6 bedrooms • 7 bathrooms • maids room • drivers room • fully equipped
kitchen • BBQ area • private swimming pool • 6 parking spaces • plot
size: 19,000 sq. ft.
Asking Price: AED 21,500,000
Contact: Myles Bush (ORN: 15997, BRN: 35348, RERA: 18236)
M: +971 50 950 1897 E: mb@phrealestate.ae
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SPANISH COASTAL INFLUENCED VILLAS
Samara, Arabian Ranches II, Dubai
Samara is a collection of 3 to 5-bedroom villas ranging in size from 3,026
sq. ft. to 4,038 sq. ft. The villas are ideal for families seeking a relaxed
lifestyle in one of Dubai’s most sought-after communities, Arabian Ranches II.
Home to Spanish coastal influenced villas, Samara is a lush oasis reflecting
the beauty and tranquility of the desert dunes. Key amenities within Arabian
Ranches include community swimming pools, children’s play area, sheltered
BBQ pits, walking and cycling paths, community park, hard surface sports
courts including basketball and tennis courts.
3, 4 and 5-bedroom options available • maids room • fully fitted kitchen
private garden • built-up area from: 3,026 sq. ft. to 4,038 sq. ft.
Asking Price: Starting from AED 3,000,000
Contact: Sam McCone (ORN: 12065, BRN: 27516, RERA: 26894)
T: +971 50 927 9079 E: sam@mcconeproperties.com
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THE
DUBAI HILLS
ARE ALIVE
As a glamorous new neighbourhood in the heart
of Downtown Dubai welcomes its first residents, a
look at why this development is getting even jaded
property types excited
TEXT: EMMA PROCTER

Photo credit: Gulf Sotheby’s International Realty
Contact: David Kodama, M: +971 55 478 2533, Ref: VI2323
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“Visitors to Dubai Hills Park
can run, cycle, play, take a walk
through the park’s lush landscape,
or just kick back and relax in the
open spaces”

Photo credit: Luxury Property LLC
Contact: Liam Jeffrey, T: +971 4 240 6211, Ref: LP0514
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T

he marketing tagline for the
shiny new Dubai Hills Estate
– the result of a joint venture
between master developer
Emaar and Meraas Holding –
promises a community “Where
Life is Extraordinary.”
Yes, we’ve heard all the superlatives before with high-profile real estate projects,
but there is something rather intriguing
about this green oasis slap bang in the
middle of the city.
For a start, this elegantly laid out
2,700-acre neighbourhood located at the
crossroads of Al Khail and Umm Suqeim
Roads – and the initial phase of the new
Mohammed Bin Rashid City (MBR City) –
boasts the unique selling point of having
the UAE’s first man-made beach-in-apark.
In fact, the now open Dubai Hills Park
is a pretty appealing destination in its own
right, featuring as it does a 2.5km jogging
park, a skate park, a cafe pavilion, a
splash park, weekend markets and (pet
lovers rejoice) a dog park.
Spanning 180,000 square metres –
four times the size of Place de l’Étoile in
Paris if you like comparisons – this green
zone offers a range of activities that
“promote wellness and a healthy outdoor
lifestyle”, according to a statement from
the developer.
“Visitors to Dubai Hills Park can run,
cycle, play, take a walk through the park’s
lush landscape, or just kick back and
relax in the open spaces,” said an Emaar
spokesman.
Meanwhile, residents of the estate
can also enjoy easy access to a swanky
18-hole, par 72 championship golf club,
which operator Troon Golf promises to be
one of the region’s top golfing destinations. If your game is no good, you can
still socialise and enjoy the overall ambience at two new dining spots at the club
– a gastro pub called The Duck Hook,
and a larger restaurant named Hillhouse
Brasserie.
And although it has been six years
since a similar opening in the UAE due to
a tough economic climate being experienced by golf clubs in the country, the
chiefs behind Dubai Hills Golf Club are
striking a very upbeat tone. “We wanted
to get it right from day one – the experience, the feel of the golf course – and
we’ve achieved that,” general manager
Elliott Gray told the local media.
Residents of Dubai Hills can also enjoy
a shopping and dining promenade located within the community, while being just
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Photo credit: Gulf Sotheby’s International Realty
Contact: Tamara Bakir, M: +971 52 223 9942, Ref: VI2180
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a stone’s throw from Dubai’s commercial
centre, hotels, healthcare facilities, and
quality educational institutions.
With some competitive pricing and
payment plans, interested investors can
choose from several residential property
options, with a projected strong return on
investment.
Of note is Park Heights, an 18-storey
development offering luxurious one to
three-bedroom apartments suited to individuals and families searching for a modern city vibe. The deluxe residences here
are elegantly designed with spacious living
areas and floor-to-ceiling glass windows
that provide impressive views of the Dubai
skyline and Burj Khalifa.
At the end of last year, Emaar also
launched new residences in the community called the Collective 2.0, catering to
“millennials and young professionals.”
The launch came after Collective, the first
co-living community in Dubai Hills Estate,
sold out. The new project features one
and two-bedroom apartments, with prices
starting from Dh664,888.
Surrounding the golf course are more
than 4,400 villas and townhouses and
some 22,000 apartments. There are five

types of luxury villa up for grabs: Classic,
Contemporary, Contemporary Arabesque,
Mediterranean and Modern – with a wide
range of sizes and price tags.
There is a selection of truly outstanding villas and mansions to view on the
development, perhaps the most eye-catching being those with strong Arabic design
influences. A browse on propertyfinder.
ae reveals gorgeous examples such as an
elegant seven-bedroom mansion featuring
a 39,500 square plot with full golf course
and lake views, spread over three floors
and comprised of entry level, lower level
and upper level. With high ceilings, immaculate finishing, an open space layout,
and leisure and entertainment facilities
such as a cinema room, full spa, and a
games room, the developers are clearly dead serious about delivering to the
market the kind of homes that first made
Dubai real estate famous. In this case,
along with a Dh31 million asking price.
It is because of the sheer grandeur of
many of these homes that insiders say
Dubai Hills could become one of the most
exclusive private gated communities in
town, perhaps even more exclusive than
Emirates Hills. Watch this space.
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PROPERTY 101: WHAT
YOU NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT BUYING IN
DUBAI
The home buying process in Dubai depends greatly on the type
of purchase. Dounia Fadi, CEO of MD Properties, provides a
comprehensive guide to each buying scenario

D

ubai is a cosmopolitan city
that has attracted people
from all over the world. The
government, as well as the
establishment of regulatory
bodies, has made the process of owning real estate
safe – and increasingly more straightforward.
The most critical factor when buying
a property is the real estate agent you
choose. A good agent will guide you
through the process end to end and handle any potential hiccups you may face.
However, the home buying process
in Dubai depends greatly on the type of
purchase. For example, a cash purchase
versus whether a mortgage is required,
or ready versus off-plan property – and
whether you are purchasing from an individual owner, company or developer. All
these factors will dictate time frame and
paperwork required.
Here is a look at the various scenarios in buying a secondary market ready
property.
Cash seller to cash buyer
The first step after selecting your property is to make an offer through your real
estate agent. Once the offer is accepted,
and after thoroughly checking the ownership documents, a security deposit cheque
amounting to 10 percent of the agreed
purchase price is issued. This amount
must be made out to the name of the title
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deed holder, and no one else. The cheque
is held by the real estate agency until the
day of transfer where it is exchanged to a
manager’s cheque made out to the seller
and handed over upon completion of the
buying process.
Once the 10 percent security deposit
is issued the property is removed from the
market while the real estate agent prepares the contract between the buyer and
the seller, known as the Form F.
Once the contract is signed by all
parties, a No Objection Certificate (NOC)
is applied for by the seller – usually from
the developer to ensure there are no outstanding service charges or issues with the
property. The NOC process and fee may
differ from one developer to another. The
NOC must be in Arabic and should be
addressed to the Dubai Land Department
(DLD).
After obtaining the NOC, the buyer
prepares the manager’s cheque for the
seller, the DLD’s 4 percent transfer fee, the
admin and title deed fee, and the agency
fee, as well as the trustee’s fee in cash.
At this stage, the broker would have
calculated the balance of the service
charges that must be refunded back to the
seller from the day of transfer on pro rata
basis. In the case that the property is rented, the seller must refund the rent security
deposit and the balance of the rent, also
on pro rata basis, from the day of transfer
back the buyer.
After the DLD issues the new title deed

the seller must close his DEWA and chiller
accounts and settle all outstanding bills
and collect their deposit so the new owner
can open his utility accounts. This can also
be done before the transfer, it depends
entirely on what the parties agree to on
the contract. The cash to cash process
time frame can take from a week to one
month depending on the parties and the
funds availability, but they usually take the
shortest time.
Cash seller to mortgage buyer
Before starting to look for property, the
buyer must apply for mortgage pre-approval. This is not essential but does offer
peace of mind and allows the buyer to
be aware of their budget and purchasing
capacity.
In the UAE, in the case of a first-time
buyer, banks will provide finance of up to
75 percent of the purchase price. Meaning the buyer must have a 25 percent
deposit as well as associated fees to
contribute to the purchase.
Once a bank pre-approval is obtained,
the buyer can begin viewing properties to
their budget and liking. Once an offer is
accepted, a 10 percent deposit cheque
issued, and Form F is signed, the contract
as well as ownership documents are submitted to the bank for review. A valuation
is then requested and undertaken by a
professional, independent company which
may take a few days subject to availability
of the valuer and access to the property.

“The most critical factor when buying a
property is the real estate agent
you choose...”
Dounia Fadi, CEO of MD Properties

Once the full valuation report is completed, it is submitted to the bank to confirm the contract price matches the current
market value. This is an important step
of the process, and it is also important to
note that should the valuation fall short
of the contract price, the bank will only
lend based on the figure of the valuation –
meaning the buyer is out of pocket for the
shortfall.
Should the purchase price and valuation align, the bank will move forward with
their internal processes of obtaining final
approval for the loan, including requiring
the buyer to undertake a health assessment for insurance purposes and sign the
final mortgage agreement. This process is
solely between the buyer and their chosen
bank.
Once the final approval is issued, the
seller or both parties – along with their
real estate agent – will visit the developer’s office to apply for the NOC. Once
obtained, the bank proceeds with the final
steps of preparing the offer letter for the
buyer in order to prepare the manager’s
cheques in the name of the seller.
It is important to note that not all banks
include the agency fee and transfer fee in
their mortgage. Some banks will include
up to 75 percent of the fees, but certainly not all do this. In the case that your
chosen bank does not make a provision
for fees, a managers cheque must be
prepared for the shortfall.
Once all the cheques and the bank
documents are ready the bank books a
date for the transfer at the trustee’s office
and the property gets transferred to the
new buyer’s name. If there are any service
charges to be refunded to the seller they
are calculated and refunded on the day
of the transfer on pro rata basis, same
applies if the property is rented. The standard period for this whole process to be
finished is 45 working days. If banks are
prompt and the process could take less,
but we always put 45 days just to be safe
and to protect both buyer and seller

Mortgage seller to cash buyer
This process is a bit tedious because in
most cases the seller does not have the
funds to clear his own mortgage, hence
the new buyer has to clear it on his behalf
in order to be able to transfer the property.
After the buyer selects the property, the offer is accepted, security deposit given and
held, and the form F is signed, the seller
then applies for the liability letter from his
bank to know the outstanding amount on
his property.
Once the liability letter is issued the
buyer will have to pay the outstanding
amount to the seller‘s bank. To protect
the buyer the DLD made a special procedure whereby prior to the buyer clearing
the mortgage for the seller all parties
must go to the trustee’s office with all the
required paperwork to do the pre-registration (blocking) of the sale (reserving the
property under the new buyer’s name).
This means when the mortgage is cleared
and the property is free of any liability the
seller cannot sell it to anyone other than
the registered buyer with the DLD.
Once this process is completed, the
buyer may pay the seller’s bank the outstanding amount and clear the mortgage.
Once the mortgage is cleared the seller’s
bank issues a clearance letter and releases
the original title deed of the property to
the seller. After this process is the application of the NOC from the developer,
followed by the second visit to the trustee’s
office to complete the transfer process as
mentioned in previous paragraphs. This
process also takes around 45 working
days.
Mortgage seller to mortgage
buyer
This scenario is often more complicated
and lengthier. It involves the above processes from pre-approval, valuation, final
approval, liability letter, clearance letter
and so on – excluding the blocking part as
the buyer’s bank will clear the outstanding
mortgage on the property, hence they will
only release the title deed to the buyer’s

bank.
Having a long paper trail prevents the
seller from selling the property to anyone
else other than the buyer in question. This
process takes around 60 working days,
the clearance of the mortgage only happens once the buyer’s bank has granted
the final approval – but again it could be
less depending on the banks processes
and promptness.
Buying an off-plan property
from the developer
When buying an off-plan property from a
developer, it is always recommended to do
this in conjunction with a reputable agent.
Once a property is selected, a token must
be paid to the developer; most developers
grant a few days to pay the booking fee
and Oqood fee.
Oqood registration is required for all
off-plan properties. It’s a service provided
to developers by the DLD which aims to
simplify the registration of contracts between off-plan properties, developers and
buyers. The developer prepares the sales
and purchase agreement which needs to
be signed by both the buyer and the developer. A payment plan will follow which
details the necessary payments required
until property completion and handover.
Once the project is completed, the Oqood
will convert to a title deed.
In conclusion
Irrespective of the type of purchase, it’s
imperative to conduct proper due diligence as well as ensure all legal documents are in order.
Be it individual, company or developer, always ask for ownership and identification documents before signing any
documents or issuing any money. The
government of Dubai has developed apps
where title deed and power of attorney
validity can be verified.
Above all, deal with a registered real
estate agent who can do most of the work
for you and greatly reduce any hassle –
whatever the process.
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YOUR
GUIDE TO
PURCHASING IN
ABU DHABI
What should you know about buying property in the UAE’s
capital? It’s easier than you think, says
Kika Pavese, General Manager at MD Real Estate

B

uying a home is always a
big decision, no matter the
location. And if you are considering purchasing in Abu
Dhabi you’re not alone if you
believe the process will be a
daunting one.
Many questions arise when you first
think about buying a home. Some of the
most common queries raised by buyers include: what should I know about buying in
Abu Dhabi, when is the right time to buy,
and should I buy at all taking into consideration the expected length of my stay.
What should you know about buying in
the emirate? Firstly, buying in Abu Dhabi is
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much less hassle than most people think.
Given the transparency of the market
and availability of information online the
UAE, overall, provides a safe environment
for buyers. This includes legal protections
that enhance buyer peace of mind.
Search platforms allow buyers to
compare offerings to ensure they are
paying within fair market range. Searching
for your future home on online portals
can also assist in identifying community
focused agents that can assist with guiding
you through the process.
It is important to choose an agent that
works for a reputable agency. This ensures
you not only receive a professional ser-

vice, but knowledgeable advice.
When working with your agent questions around location, proximity to work,
schools and other infrastructure should be
considered before targeting specific areas
in your search. From there, the question
of what to buy, as well as size and pricing,
will be critical.
Viewing a number of properties will
provide a greater sense of what is available in the market and what suits your
needs.
If applying for a mortgage you will
need to be a resident in the country with
a current valid visa with a minimum of
six months. Most banks currently offer a

“...it may make greater financial
sense to purchase a property and
convert your housing allowance
into an investment...”
Kika Pavese, General Manager at MD Real Estate

loan-to-value of up to 75 percent of the
purchase price.
As a minimum you will need to have a
25 percent down payment for your deposit. Agency fees of 2 percent are payable
to the real estate agency when transferring
the property to your name. In addition,
Abu Dhabi Municipality will charge a 2
percent levy on the purchase price.
These amounts can be split between
buyer and seller if all parties agree
through execution of a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) signed by both buyer and seller. The MoU is the governing
contract between both parties and will be
required as part of your mortgage application to the bank.
A copy of your passport along with a
valid visa, Emirates ID and employment
letter with salary certificate also form part
of your initial bank application.
Depending on the development, you
may also be charged for a No Objection
Certificate (NOC) to ensure the property is
free and clear of any incumbrances.
As an owner you are required to pay
property service charges every year; this
is calculated differently in each development and should be thoroughly checked
when considering purchasing any property. Apartments and villas may also have
different rates.
In terms of process, when choosing the
property to buy the first step is the negotiation of the MoU itself. This is signed
between the buyer and seller and must
be witnessed, normally by the agent. After
starting the home loan process with the
bank, they will send a valuation company
to the property to complete a full report
and ensure it is being bought for a fair
price within market range.
In case the seller of the property has

a mortgage in place, the buyer’s bank
will clear the seller’s mortgage, leaving
the property free to be sold without any
liability.
If there is no mortgage on the property,
the buyer’s bank will organise a manager’s cheque for the day of the transfer and
hand it over to the seller directly. Once the
process is completed between the banks
the agent will book the transfer of the
property.
Buyer, seller, agent and bank representatives (if applicable) then meet at Abu
Dhabi Municipality or the developer’s
office to complete the process and transfer
the property to the new owner.
Under the new Abu Dhabi law, in all
completed developments owners receive a
title deed, which serves as legal recognition of their ownership of the property. This
makes it simpler to obtain a mortgage in
future as well as get insured against any
legal difficulties they may fall into.
When it comes to knowing the right
time to buy, those who are following the
market should note that prices between
similar properties have now largely
aligned. The opportunity for arbitrage has
greatly decreased this year as we have
seen prices adjust to natural market forces
of supply and demand.
Ongoing leasing transactions are happening every day in a more stable market,
adding more assurance and confidence to
investors in Abu Dhabi.
The opportunities we are currently
seeing in the market favour buyers. In
my opinion, it is a buyer’s market and
significant opportunity exists to negotiate a
great deal.
To answer the question of: ‘should I
buy considering the expected length of
my stay’ – the answer to this may lay in

remuneration. If, like many expats residing
in Abu Dhabi, the compensation package includes a housing allowance it may
make greater financial sense to purchase
a property and convert that allowance into
an investment rather than rent payments
never to be seen again.
Given the liquidity of the market, you
have the option to sell your property once
you leave the country. On the other hand,
you can also rent it out. Potential rental
income is higher than other comparable
markets. In most cases, rental income will
cover your mortgage repayments factoring
yields of approximately 6 to 7 percent in
current market conditions.
Notably, 2018 saw a government focus
on immigration reform with the introduction of longer visa options for those who
wish to reside here in the UAE.
As for which direction the market is
headed in 2019, it can be said that 2018
was an important year for the country in
terms of stabilisation.
In a rapidly developing country that has
experienced economic ups and downs following the global financial crisis, particularly in the real estate market, I strongly
believe that we are now turning a corner.
In my view there will be limited volatility
in house prices in the coming year. I base
this view on the recent stability we have
seen in the market combined with the
announcement of government stimulus
initiatives to assist the economy. This can
only lead to increasing investor confidence
and is positive news for existing homeowners.
The country that just turned 47 years
old, has been through many different
phases, but we are now seeing the spectacular UAE capital reach a period of
stable growth.
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CONTEMPORARY LIVING
NEUTRA
Minimalist, elegant and strict. Neutra is a
circular, extra-large hanging lamp, composed
of two shell-like elements which enclose the
structure like a snap-together toy.
Available at: Kartell
Price: Available upon request

PLASTICS DUO
Comfortable, soft and elegant, the upholstery
fabric of this sofa features transparent polycarbonate feet lends an air sophistication.
Available at: Kartell
Price: Available upon request

MULTIPLO
This round, marble top dining table
is versatile enough to complement
any dining space.
Available at: Kartell
Price: Available upon request

ALL SAINTS
An extremely versatile and transformational design piece, suitable for use in
contemporary and minimalist, or eccentric
and anticonformist spaces.
Available at: Kartell
Price: Available upon request

MULTIPLO LOW
This marble top living room table is designed to partner with your dining table
to create a cohesive design flow.
Available at: Kartell
Price: Available upon request

PIUMA
Made from a material containing carbon
fibre that has been injection moulded, this
chair is not only extremely light and slender
but also incredibly durable.
Available at: Kartell
Price: Available upon request
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AYLOTT SOFA
Captivating in every single sense
with its sumptuous velvet upholstery
and contemporary silhouette.
Available at: LuxDeco
Price: Available upon request

BERNHARDT PROFILE ROUND
DINING TABLE
Natural radiance of flat-cut walnut veneer
makes a resounding impact with this dining table. Finished in a warm taupe hue
with stainless steel legs in a warm gold
shade, dine in contemporary style.
Available at: LuxDeco
Price: Available upon request

ORION SIDE TABLE
The perfect accompaniment
to your coffee table, style the
design with a striking table lamp
or array of petite accents to
complete the look.
Available at: LuxDeco
Price: Available upon request

CLAYTON CUSHION
Make a beautiful, neutral addition to
your interior with this cushion blending beige and satin hues
Available at: LuxDeco
Price: Available upon request

ORION COFFEE TABLE
Meet the ultimate coffee table, crafted
with a dark Pakistan marble surface
flecked with opulent golden veins and a
brushed brass base
Available at: LuxDeco
Price: Available upon request
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BERNHARDT PROFILE
CONSOLE TABLE
This clean-lined console is a triumph
in rustic-modern living. A beautiful
blend of two design languages that
work harmoniously together in this
glamorous piece.
Available at: LuxDeco
Price: Available upon request

BERNHARDT PROFILE CARVER
DINING CHAIR
Small touches go a long way in this
rustic-modern reinvention of a timeless dining table addition.
Available at: LuxDeco
Price: Available upon request
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La
buena
vida
The property market is looking distinctly
buoyant on the postcard perfect Spanish
island of Mallorca as overseas buyers vie
for a slice of rejuvenating Spanish life
TEXT: EMMA PROCTER

E

ven the notoriously cynical,
yet brilliant, novelist George
Orwell couldn’t resist the
charms of Spain, once
writing: “I would sooner be
a foreigner here than in most
countries. How easy it is to
make friends in Spain!”
It’s the heady combination of a cheery
populace, a pleasant sunny climate, long
Mediterranean beaches, delicious and

healthy food, and a ‘siestas and fiestas’
mentality that has drawn millions of holidaymakers to the country over the years.
But when it comes to the property
market, mainland Spain has been slow to
recover from the global economic crash of
2008. Beyond the bustling centres which
are seeing something of a resurgence, the
outskirts reveal once ambitious developments standing only half constructed,
unable to find buyers.

Port de Soller view with Tramontana mountain | image from Shutterstock
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“... a new breed of buyer has
started to take notice of the
beautiful surroundings, the
exciting new build properties,
and the plentiful marinas”

View from steps leading to famous Calvari church in ancient town of Pollensa | Image from Shutterstock
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It’s a quite different tale if you hop
across to the vibrant Balearic Islands,
though. A province of Spain, the four
main isles – Mallorca, Ibiza, Menorca and
Formentara – are located near the eastern
coast of the Iberian Peninsula, and one in
particular is having a real moment in the
sun: Mallorca
More homes in the upper price brackets in the residential housing market in
Mallorca (also spelt Majorca) are being
sold, up 13.8 percent in 2017 from the
previous year, according to the Mallorca
Insight Report from global consultants
Knight Frank. It comes at a time when
prices across the Balearics have been rising, up since the end of 2014, according
to the report.
Indeed, Knight Frank expects prices to
continue to rise in 2019 and points out
that only 1,842 new residential units were
built in the Balearic Islands in 2017, suggesting that supply is not strong – this was
down from 12,162 built a decade ago.
The report also reveals that Mallorca is
seeing a broader mix of overseas buyers
with interest from Scandinavia, Belgium,
and Holland, as well as traditional buyers
from Germany and the UK.
“The island has registered strong prime
price growth in the last two to three years
and whilst prices are expected to continue following an upward trajectory in the
medium term, cushioned by a lack of new
supply, the rate of growth may slow slightly
presenting a potential buying opportunity
for some looking to enter the market,’ said
Mark Harvey, Head of the European Sales
Network at Knight Frank.
The report points out that even though
prices are rising, on average up 23 percent since the economic downturn, they
are still 9 percent below their peak in the
second quarter of 2008. It also looks at
the issues relating to bans on short-term
rentals. In July 2018 the capital city of
Palma banned the short-term rental of less
than a month of apartments, although
long-term rentals of a month or more
are still permissible and do not require a
licence.
Palma is undoubtedly thriving. Once
merely the gateway to the rest of the
island, the city has arrived as a high-end
destination, with two Michelin-starred
restaurants, designer shops and the open-

ing of five five-star boutique hotels since
2016, according to a report by Engel &
Volkers.
Private jet movements in 2017 increased 15 percent on 2016, while
super yacht moorings rose 11.5 percent.
“Before, buyers wanted to be close to
the sea, but now they want to be close to
Palma,” the Swedish founder of the Gant
clothing brand, Klas Kall, who started an
interior design business in the city, told the
Financial Times. “If you live in Mallorca
year-round it’s important to be near the
action.”
Mallorca’s growth into a more luxury
destination has gained interest from several different markets – including gradually
the Middle East.
“From a macro point of view, seeing
it from a global perspective, we’ve seen
that Mallorca and the greater Balearic
Islands have shown a great increase in
international buyers,” explained Michael
Valdes, Global Vice President of Sotheby’s
International Realty.
In the last five to ten years, a new breed
of investor has started to take notice of the
beautiful surroundings, the exciting new
build properties, and the plentiful marinas
dotted around the coastlines. Mallorca
offers plenty of rental opportunities, and
the island boasts a sense of community
that international visitors return to regularly, especially in Port Andratx on the
south-western side.
“Before, it was a very German market
in Port Andratx, but it’s completely changing now,” explained the Sales Manager of
Mallorca Sotheby’s International Realty,
Simon Bugge Jensen. “In previous years
there have been a lot of British buyers –
that went on hold a little after Brexit but
now they’re coming back again. A lot of
Swiss people are buying here and there
is also a whole Danish and Scandinavian
hub growing.”
He added: “Mallorca is a destination
that has grown in popularity and has
grown in everything it has to offer. It’s incredibly cosmopolitan and its gastronomic
scene has increased exponentially. All that
really attracts a very sophisticated international buyer looking for a secondary or
even tertiary home. You start seeing the
stability of this market on a luxury scale
and it’s impressive.”
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Fornalutx village streets | Image from Shutterstock

Must-see Mallorca:
places to visit
Lighthouse at Cape Formentor
in the Coast of North Mallorca, Spain
Image from Shutterstock

Tapas set and sangria in traditional
spanish cafe in Mallorca | Image from Shutterstock
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View of a narrow street in the spanish town
Valldemossa | Image from Shutterstock

POLLENSA TOWN

FORMENTOR

SÓLLER TOWN

Pollensa is an ancient town of attractive
narrow streets and an impressive main
square, lined with cafes, restaurants and
bars – just a few kilometres from the
northern resort of Puerto Pollensa. Its
Roman bridge, signposted ‘Pont Roma’,
is still in use. The town is also home to
the summer’s Pollensa Festival, offering a
programme of music and other cultural
events set in the attractive Santo Domingo
cloisters.

The island’s northern tip – the Cap de
Formentor – is where the Serra de Tramuntana mountain range meets the Mediterranean at the end of a 20km peninsula.
The scenery along this dramatic road is
truly spectacular, with viewing points at
the Mirador de Mal Pas and the Talaia
d’Albercutx watchtower. Although the
lighthouse itself is not open to visitors, its
surroundings offer glorious views of this
wild and rugged spot.

The bustling town of Sóller in the west of
Mallorca became wealthy because of the
valley’s abundant citrus groves. In the
19th century the oranges were shipped to
France from the nearby west coast Port de
Sóller. Many locals went to work in France
and returned – their fortunes duly made –
to build some of the handsome Modernista properties that grace this pretty hotspot
today.

VALLDEMOSSA TOWN

FORNALUTX

DOCUMENTATION

The town of Valldemossa is only around
20 minutes’ drive from Palma into the
Tramuntana mountains but feels a world
away from the capital. Perched on a
hilltop and surrounded by terraced terrain,
it was named after the area’s original
Moorish landowner Muza. The highest
town in Mallorca is probably best known
as the place where the Polish composer
Frédéric Chopin spent the winter of 1838,
staying in rented rooms in the monastery.
As a result, it’s probably Mallorca’s most
visited town.

Fornalutx is regarded by many as the most
beautiful village on Mallorca, and one of
the most stunning in Spain. You will find
it deep in the Sierra de Tramuntana, with
winding streets, narrow stone steps, and
flowers and greenery everywhere. Houses
are decorated with colourful painted tiles,
some dating back to the 16th century.

If buying property in Mallorca you
will need a Numero de Identidad de
Estrajeros (NIE number) which means
Foreign Identity Number. These can
be collected in person at the Spanish
immigration office in Palma in the
Estranjeria building. You can also ask a
government representative or ‘Gestor’
to process your NIE for you. When you
buy a house through a real estate agent
they will usually be able to help you
with the NIE process.
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MOROCCO

LISTINGS

LISTINGS

1 MAD = 0.11 USD

TRANQUIL AND ZEN LIFE

LUXURIOUS MODERN PALACE

El Hrarta, Essaouira, Morocco
This stunning villa built in classic traditional Moroccan riad style is rich in
history and elegance. Located in El Hrarta, a few kilometers from the city of
Essaouira, enjoy a unique tranquility and a landscape of extreme beauty.
This 7-bedroom home features a breathtaking outdoor area complete with a
swimming pool and jacuzzi, perfect for entertaining.

Ouarzazate Road, Marrakech, Morocco
This sumptuous 7-bedroom villa is located 15 minutes away from the City
center, near to the Palmeraie with secure and guarded access. Recently built
on a huge 1.5 hectare garden, this property boasts magnificent views over
the Atlas mountains. Combining authentic palace architecture with modern
interiors and furnishes, this property is truly one of a kind.

7 bedrooms • 7 bathrooms • fully furnished • fully fitted kitchen • 2 large
living rooms • fireplace • 3 terraces • swimming pool • jacuzzi • hammam
built up area: 5,166 sq. ft.

7 bedrooms • 7 bathrooms • 5 living rooms • fully fitted kitchen
fireplace • private swimming pool • indoor heated swimming pool
jacuzzi • sauna • home cinema • pool table • tennis court • hammam
built-up area: ??? sq. ft.

Asking Price: MAD 10,170,000
Contact: Kawtar Immobilier Essaouira Marrakech
T: +212 06 61 97 69 06 E: contact@kawtarimmobilier.com
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Asking Price: MAD 29,750,000
Contact: Quartier Marrakech Immobilier
T: +212 06 07 22 02 20 E: contact@qech-immo.com
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LEBANON
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UNOBSTRUCTED MOUNTAIN VIEWS

LUXURIOUS GATED COMMUNITY

Faqra Skies, Faqra, Mount Lebanon
Located in the most prestigious mountain resort area of Lebanon and
overlooking one of the most magnificent views, Faqra Skies provide
a haven for those seeking luxury living and trendy lifestyle in a natural
environment. Designed to superior standards with an innovative approach,
each duplex offers maximum privacy with a private balcony and an
unobstructed, breathtaking view overlooking the mountains and the
Mediterranean Sea.

Ohana Hills, Damour, Mount Lebanon
Ohana Hills is a gated community compound consisting of 77 private
villas offering luxury living. Situated in a calm, serene, and convenient
geographical area near to Beirut. Duplexes and triplexes are available,
each with their own private garden and swimming pool. Residents can enjoy
a beautifully landscaped environment, lush green manicured gardens and
extraordinary views.

2 bedrooms • 2 bathrooms • spacious living and dining room • maids
room • private garden • covered parking • mountain and sea views
due for completion at the end of 2020 • built-up area: 1,173 sq. ft.

3 bedrooms • 3 bathrooms • maids room • fully equipped kitchen
private garden • private swimming pool • 24-hour security • covered
parking • access to country club and sports center • due for completion
beginning of 2021 • built-up area: from 1,937 sq. ft.

Asking Price: Starting from USD 239,000

Asking Price: Starting from USD 395,000

Contact: K Vanlian
T: +961 3 566 613 E: alec@sodetel.net.lb

Contact: Ohana Hills
T: +961 3 775 006 E: ohanahills@outlook.com
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LISTINGS

1 SAR = 0.27 USD
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HOTEL STYLE LIVING

SPACIOUS VILLA

Qurtubah, Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia
Staybridge Suites, owned by InterContinental Hotels Group, offer stylishly
designed serviced apartments. This 2-bedroom apartment is fully-furnished
and modern and contemporary in design. A spacious layout offers plenty
of room to relax and recharge.

An Narjis, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Located in the north of Riyadh city, this unique villa stands on a large and
spacious plot of land. Featuring 4 bedrooms, large living and dining areas
and an indoor and outdoor kitchen, this villa is perfect for family living. A
private garden and BBQ area complete with swimming pool is perfect for
entertaining.

2 bedrooms • 2 bathrooms • fully furnished • serviced • fully equipped
kitchen • storage space • balcony • shared swimming pool • covered
parking • built-up area: 1,130 sq. ft.

4 bedrooms • 7 bathrooms • maids room • balcony • private garden
private swimming pool • BBQ area • built up area: 7,223 sq. ft.

Asking Price: SAR 159,000/year

Asking Price: SAR 2,590,000

Contact: Abdul Jalal Cassim
T: 966 0532075035 E: abduljalal.cassim@ihg.com

Contact: Ibrahim Mostafa
T: 966 569884962 E: imostafa@tiraz.com.sa
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LISTINGS

LISTINGS

1 EGP = 0.056 USD

MODERN SERVICED APARTMENT

GOLF COURSE VILLA

Prime Residence, New Cairo, Egypt
Prime Residential offers serviced apartments with all the amenities of traditional
hotels, but with the space, comfort and privacy of a full residential apartment. This
1-bedroom apartment is the ultimate combination of space and value.

Katameya Heights Golf & Tennis Resort, New Cairo, Egypt
Situated in New Cairo City, with the pioneering vision to turn the desert sand
into lush green rolling hills, Katameya Heights Golf & Tennis Resort became
the first commercial venture to combine golf and real estate in Egypt. With a
beautifully designed golf course, and luxurious villas; Katameya Heights has
influenced the corporate landscape of Cairo. This 5-bedroom, villa features a
private pool and spacious garden and outdoors area.

1 bedroom • 1 bathroom • fully equipped kitchenette • fully serviced
balcony • fitness centre • 24-security • built-up area: 753 sq. ft.
Asking Price: EGP 17,000/month
Contact: Ahmed Shazly
T: +201 00 5573690 E: info@asapeg.com

5 bedrooms • 4 bathrooms • maids room • private swimming pool
private garden • covered parking • access to all Katameya Heights Golf &
Tennis Resort facilities • plot size: 10,225 sq. ft. • built-up area: 6,458 sq. ft.
Asking Price: EGP 60,000,000
Contact: Ramadan Radwan
T: +2 010 600 00250 / +2 010 664 44459 E: info@trustgroupegypt.com
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QATAR

LISTINGS

LISTINGS

1 QAR = 0.27 USD

WEST BAY SKYLINE VIEWS

PANORAMIC SEA VIEWS

Viva Bahriya, The Pearl, Qatar
Located in Viva Bahriya, with magical views of the West Bay skyline, this
2-bedroom apartment is second to none. Relax and unwind in the open plan
living area which leads onto a balcony enjoying views of West Bay and The
Pearl Marina. This property is spacious, light and bright.

The Pearl, Porto Arabia, Qatar
A large and spacious private villa directly on the beach built to exceptionally
high standards. This 6-bedroom property features balconies with outstanding
sweeping sea views. A private swimming pool and direct beach access
makes this villa your own private oasis.

2 bedrooms • 3 bathrooms • ensuite bathrooms • bath• balcony
sea views • 2 parking spaces • built-up area: 1,475 sq. ft.

6 bedrooms • maids room • modern finishes • balcony • sea views
private swimming pool • private garden • direct beach access • 5 car
spaces • built-up area: 12,659 sq. ft.

Asking Price: QAR 2,400,000
Contact: Apollo Real Estate
T: +974 4 468 9522 E: kethly@apollo-qa.com
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Asking Price: QAR 38,500,000
Contact: Sundus Abdalla
T: +974 33940230 E: sundus@propertyhuntergroup.com
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LISTINGS

1 BHD = 2.65 USD

CONTEMPORARY VILLA

SEA AND LAGOON VIEWS

Madaen Villas, Diyar Al Muharraq, Bahrain
Diyar Al Muharraq is one of the most visionary and progressive urban
developments in the Kingdom of Bahrain. A complex of seven artificial islands,
home to various commercial and residential structures. This 4-bedroom villa
complete with ensuite bathrooms boasts modern architectural design with
abundant natural light throughout courtesy of floor to ceiling windows.

The Lagoon, Amwaj Islands, Muharraq
Located in the heart of Amwaj Islands, The Lagoon is a destination like
no other in Bahrain. Inspired by lively cultural centers like London’s Covent
Garden and Cockle Wharf in Sydney, The Lagoon provides a landmark
central point for Amwaj residents to meet, shop, relax and play. This
3-bedroom apartment features outstanding sea and lagoon views.

4 bedrooms • 6 bathrooms • maids room • 2 large living areas • 2 balconies
private pool • 2 car garage • built-up area: 3,390 sq. ft.

3 bedrooms • 3 bathrooms • maids room • fully equipped kitchen
balcony • sea and lagoon view • panoramic swimming pool • jacuzzi and
steam room • fully fitted gym • 24-hour security • built-up area: 1,507 sq. f.t
.
Asking Price: : BHD 99,000/ year

Asking Price: BHD 195,000
Contact: Vincci Bahrain
T: +973 3331 4224 E: info@vincci-bh.com
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Contact: Christopher Cabarong
T: 0097333112349 E: christopher@alforsa.net
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BULL
OF THE
DUNES
LAMBORGHINI NOW HAS A THREE-MODEL
RANGE, HAVING GIVEN IN TO THE INSATIABLE
WORLDWIDE DEMAND FOR SUVS. HAS IT SOLD
ITS SOUL IN THE PROCESS, THOUGH?
TEXT: KEVIN HACKETT / IMAGES: AUTOMOBILI LAMBORGHINI
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, U and V: three letters
that, by rights, should never be associated with one
of the world’s truly great
supercar manufacturers –
but here we are, hell having frozen over and society decimated, for
Lamborghini now has a load-lugging family
vehicle in its range.
And while many enthusiasts will be choking on their linguini at the very thought of
the Urus, many more will celebrate its existence, safe in the knowledge that the profits
generated as a result of its undoubted success will enable its maker to continue producing the outrageous super sportscars that
are its stock in trade.
It has been a painful wait for the Urus,
with doubts having been cast on its viability
for nearly six years following the unveiling
of the concept at the Beijing Motor Show in

2012. But in that time, the notion of highend luxury and performance SUVs has become a reality for several carmakers and,
for Lamborghini, their popularity couldn’t
be ignored. How could the company lose?
In actual fact, the first two years of production are already spoken for, so the risk
has paid off and Lamborghini’s annual output is going to double. But has the Urus
– named after the ancestor of domestic cattle, in keeping with the bull theme of the
brand – managed to keep Lambo’s reputation intact, or has it damaged the carefully
honed image as the maddest, baddest car
company out there?
Lamborghini, unlike some of its rivals,
does have previous form when it comes to
utilitarian output. Back in the 1980s, it built
the LM002, a monstrous machine initially
designed for military use but ended up being sold to civilians with enough money to

“THE BASS
BARITONE RUMBLE
FROM THE QUAD
EXHAUSTS IS
INESCAPABLE AND
THERE’S NOTHING
SUBTLE ABOUT THE
WAY IT LOOKS
EITHER”

slake its absurd thirst for fuel. Known colloquially as the Rambo Lambo, it has become a cult classic and a number of them
are still pounding the streets and deserts
of the UAE, so the company has obviously been quick to capitalise on this heritage
when selling the virtues of the Urus.
The LM002 was very much a Lamborghini. Its V12 engine was the same as that
fitted to the legendary Countach supercar
and it was unlike anything else out there.
The Urus, however, is based on the same
platform as the Volkswagen Touareg, Audi
Q7, Porsche Cayenne and Bentley Bentayga, so there’s a very real danger that it
could be little more than a re-bodied VW in
the way it drives and makes you feel. These
are all excellent cars in their own right, of
course, but a Lamborghini should raise
your pulse just by looking at it and, when
the conditions are right, be able to obliterate practically anything else on the road.
Its numbers bode well. The twin-turbo
V8 motor up front might not be a waling
banshee like those fitted to Lamborghini’s
supercars but, what it lacks in sonic theatrics, it more than makes up for in grunt.
Flat out it will do 305kph and, from a
standstill, it can accelerate to the 100kph
benchmark in 3.6 seconds, deploying 650
horsepower and a frankly absurd 850Nm
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of stump-pulling torque. The bass baritone
rumble from the quad exhausts is inescapable and there’s nothing subtle about the
way it looks, either. So far, so Lamborghini.
And the good news keeps coming because the way it moves on road, racetrack,
dirt trail or dune is revelatory. A car this
big really shouldn’t be able to move with
such unstoppable force but, credit where
it’s due, Lamborghini’s engineers have
managed to basically overcome the laws
of physics to produce a genuine supercar
experience in a vehicle that can carry five
occupants and occasionally a wardrobe or
sofa in the back.
It can light up a racetrack, dust a Porsche 911 at the lights and bash this region’s dunes with the Land Cruisers and
Nissan Patrols. But it’s equally capable at
the mundane stuff too, thanks to its myriad
driving modes that mean you can choose
exactly how savage or refined you want it
to be at any given time.
Today’s motoring world is unrecognisable compared to even a decade ago and,
purists look away now, the super SUV is a
reality and is here to stay. For the time being, however, Lamborghini’s Urus occupies
a unique position in the market, having no
true rivals. It forages its own path and will
appeal to a select type of owner, for whom

its lack of subtlety and brashness of character tick all the right boxes.
Nobody needs a car like this, obviously.
Any Lamborghini from the company’s 55year history has been an emotive choice,
bought by the wealthy to be enjoyed for
what they are: supremely fast and capable
toys that get children of all ages excited
about cars.
And while the Urus is unlikely to be a
poster star like its stable mates past and
present, its existence at least means the future of motoring’s original enfant terrible is
safe and sound.

SPECIFICATIONS: LAMBORGHINI URUS
PRICE

from Dh900,000

ENGINE

4.0-litre, twin-turbo V8

GEARBOX

8-speed automatic

POWER

650hp @ 6,000rpm

TORQUE

850Nm @ 2,250rpm

FUEL ECONOMY

12.7 ltr/100km

RIVALS

Porsche Cayenne Turbo,
Bentley Bentayga
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Search thousands of cars for sale from the UAE’s leading car dealers...

AL SUMOOD USED CARS TRADING LLC

MOHAMMAD AL KARAK

Make:

BMW 730 Li

Make:

Audi SQ5

Year:

2018

Year:

2018

Kilometres: 0

Kilometres: 13,000

Price:

Price:

Ask for price

222,000

Telephone: +971 56 612 4545

Telephone: +971 52 833 9462

RAFIQ GHULAM USED CARS L.L.C

DRESDEN USED CARS

FORMULA MOTORS
Make:

Lamborghini Murciélago

Price:		

1,390,000

Make:

Mercedes-Benz G 63 AMG

Make:

Land Rover Range Rover Sport SVR

Year:

2010

Telephone:		

+971 50 900 7700

Year:

2019

Year:

2017

Kilometres: 19,000

Kilometres: 0

Kilometres: 0

Price:

Price:

865,000

Telephone: +971 56 160 0050
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525,000

Telephone: +971 55 550 1981
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TESLA MOTORS L.L.C

SIMURGH USED CARS TRADING

Make:

Audi RS5

Make:

BMW X5

Year:

2013

Year:

2017

Kilometres: 149,594

Kilometres: 0

Price:

Price:

185,000

195,000

Telephone: +971 55 391 7585

Telephone: +971 50 453 8575

ALSAFI MOTORS

DIAMOND CLASS MOTORS

77 MOTORS
Make:

Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG

Price:		

800,000

Make:

Mercedes-Benz A 200

Make:

Ferrari 488 GTB

Year:

2011

Telephone:		

+971 55 488 7755

Year:

2019

Year:

2016

Kilometres: 1500

Kilometres: 0

Kilometres: 79,000

Price:

Price:

175,000

Telephone: +971 55 565 5065
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569,000

Telephone: +971 50 477 3348
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RAFIQ GHULAM USED CARS L.L.C
Make:

Mercedes-Benz G 500 4X4²

Price:		

Ask for price

Year:

2017

Telephone:		

+971 56 160 0050

Kilometres: 50,000
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ROYAL MOTORS

FORMULA MOTORS

Make:

Lamborghini Urus

Make:

Bentley Continental GTC

Year:

2019

Year:

2016

Kilometres: 0

Kilometres: 10,000

Price:

Price:

1,600,000

539,000

Telephone: +971 52 934 0555

Telephone: +971 50 900 7700

AL MIRAGE MOTORS

MOHAMMAD AL KARAK

Make:

Ferrari 488 GTB

Make:

Rolls-Royce Wraith

Year:

2017

Year:

2014

Kilometres: 8000

Kilometres: 50,000

Price:

Price:

775,000

Telephone: +971 50 827 9090

585,000

Telephone: +971 52 833 9462
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Lead Tracker is an app developed
specifically for real estate agents,
offering them real-time access to
their clients and enquiries while
on the go.

NEVER MISS
A LEAD AGAIN
WITH LEAD TRACKER AGENT APP

“Lead Tracker is one of the most useful apps I’ve ever
come across. It’s great when you are having a busy day, got
a lot of meetings and calls, you can go to the app and keep
track of all the details. It helps you keep on top of your
work and provide the best service to your clients.”
Ryan Hudson
Assistant Branch Manager
Allsopp & Allsopp

Exclusive and free to
Property Finder clients

DOWNLOAD NOW
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